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BUFFALO BILL'S CRIPPLED CREW;
.. OR:.1

Sunflower Sam of Shastao
'

By the author of J4 BUFFALO BILL"

CHAPJ:ER I.

Within a fire ·burned brightly, the smoke escaping
through a deft in the rocky wall of the cliff against which
the shelter was built.
Death Valley-so called from a superstitious belief
Around the fire was grouped a curious-appearing.lot of
among bordennen that every explorer who entered it was men.
doomed to die in a mvsterious manner-was one of the
Two of the figures that showed out in the flickering
dreariest, grimmest-appearing spots on the ·w estern fron- firelight were well known to all bordermen.
·
tier.
They were Buffalo Bill, chief of scouts-at present atIt was 011 the extreme border, beyond the uttermost tached to the frontier post of Fort Rescue, and his sid~
confines of civilization, and owing to its unsavory nam'e ,partner, the surgeon scout, Dr. Frank Powell.
and reputation was as bare of inhabitants as the great
The other men, seven in number, were a sorry-looking
) Sp.ndy Desert.
crew.
Every man of them was crippled.
It was shunned alike by redskin and white man, miner·
\
Some lacked :. hand and some lacked a foot. ·
· and settler, outlaw and honest settler.
They had exidently undergone some mutilation reThe Western winter-an unsually cold one-bd transcently, for their stumps of arms or legs were all freshly
formed Death Valley into a white ·expanse of sn0w.
People on the trail through the snow to and from Y el- bandaged, as though the wounds were not yet quite
·
low Dust City, a nearby mining settlement, who looked healed.
These men-who later became famous throughout the
to_ward the deserted spot shuddered as they thought of
l the dreadful fate that must befall any human being lost borderland as Buffalo Bill's Crippled Crew-had suffered
a terrible wrong at the hands of some of the inhabitants
in that white wilderness.
of Yellow Dust City.
And yet there were human beings there.
What would have looked to a passerby like an oddlyThey .had formerly formed a band of men known as the
shaRed mound of snow was in reality a retreat, half Blue Belt Bri!<ade, worked a mine in the neighborhood of
.. shanty, half cave, built against a cliff-a snug shelter Y eilow Dust City and always acted under the leadership
for men and horses.
of Burt Boyd, one of the men who now sat crouching
MIDWINTER IN DEATH VALLEY:.
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,by the fire with a bandaged stump to indicate where his
right hand had been.
Owing to· a number of crimes committed in Yellow
Dust City, the Blue Belt Brigade had been ordered out of
the town by a body of volunteer vigilantes under the leadership of a well-known border character, who, owing to
the fact that his shirt was ornamented with imitation sunf!ower9' and that he hailed from the neighboring settlement at Shasta, was known among the miners and1 frontiersmen as Sunflower Sam of Shasta.
He had ordered the Blue Belt Brigade out of town .
saying that although they might not have been guilty of
the crimes charged against them, that it was considered
·best for the peace of the community.
· He· had supplied the outcasts with food and blankets,
bought their claim from the1n at the magnificent price of
$100,000, and although several desperadoes led by a
tough citizen named Scalplock Sam had urged~in order
to curry favor with the better element in the settlementthat the Blue Belts be hung, they had been permitted to
star.t off with their money.
.
.
• They had headed for Death Valley, being forl:iidden to
go to any settlement.
·
'T~ere they had been overtaken by a band of masked
men, w!'lO, robbmg them of all they had, mutilated then-1
as has been told, and Jeff fhem to die in a blizzard which
had come up . · ·
:· They woultj have died had not Buffalo Bill. discovered
them in the sn9w and fo11ght his way to Fort Rescue in
order to get provisions for them.
He. with abundant supplies and accompanied· by Frank
Powell, had returned to the aid of. the seven members of
t he Blue Belt Brigade who remainecL alive, eight having
.di€d from their hardships.
In spite of the cold and snow. the two scouts made the
seven poor outcasts comparatively comfoi;table in the
shelter they had hui'lt for them.
·Then they started · o'u t questioning them in order to
find out if possible the identity of the masked men \vho
had committed the outrag~ of maiming as well as robbing
, them.
·
. Both felt that whatever the · crime of the injured men
· had been, they deserved no such punishment a!; had been
i~flicted upon them. Both felt that it was their duty as
· government scouts to brin'g to justice the l\1en who had.
done such an outrage,
"How many men wei·e there in the party that robbed
you?" asked Frank P9'!'ell of Burt Boyd, the leader of
the Crippled Crew.
.
.
"Twenty-seven," said Boyd, "and they were all thoroughly masked,"
' "Ha.!" exclaimed .Buffa!? Bill. "the .same. day that I
found these outcasts 111 the snow I also' discovered another
party of men lost in the blizzard. They said that they
w:ere min ers , that they had got1e ·on a prospecting trip
and that they had lost their way in the snow. I g uided
them to Yellow Dust City. They were just twenty-seven
in number."
. · "'The work of amputation done ·on the.5e men," said Dr.
·Frank Powell, "is the work of a skilled surgeon. Is there
any · such in Yellow D~1~t City!''' ·
"Yes," said Burt Btfyd, "-there is a doctor there-:--an

(

old man-Old Rhubarb is the only name I have ever
heard him called by."
. "He is a quack. He could never do such neat work.
Here's sornething we might identify . the doctor by, I
though. Did you notice whether the masked man who l
amputated your members wore a ring. "
'·By Jove! he did," cried everal of the Crippled Crew
at once.
''It was a massive gold ring with a large ruby in it,''
said \\Tait 'Webster, one of the band, " and he appeared to
be the leader of the masked men. He had two assistants.
one who seemed to know " ·hat he was about and one who
seemed inexperienced and who shuddered when the surgeon cut into the fles h."
-·
"\Vas there no reason given for this mutilation?"
" There was," said Burt Boyd. "They told us that they
were punishing us for our crimes, and that they were
still giving us a chance for life/'
"Did none of his men raise a word against his act?"
asked Buffalo Bill.
''Not one, sir, that any of us were aw<1.n; o_f?" .
"You were fifteen in number?"
"Yes, sir."
"Now you are seven?"
''Yes, Mr. Cody.
"Eight of us have gone under." was the sad reply.
"\Veil, we will talk it all over to-1i1orrow, again, and
see if we cannot happen upon other clews, for I shall go
from here to Yellow Dust City.
·
. "And to-morrow I will have something to tell. you all, .
and we ·can compare notes,., said Buffalp Bill, and soon '
after all had turned in for the· night.
CHAPTER It.
A SECRET TO TELL.

Kew life had been infused into the band of Blue Belts
by the coming of Surgeon Powell and Buffalo Bill, the
supply of food and the warm clothing they- had receivt1d.
The dressing of their wounds, and tfle hop~ that was
now before thern, inspired the sufferers so that they appeared like different men the ne;x:t morning.
· "This cabin is all very well, pards, for a· makeshift, but
not for a winter abode.
·
"It will be the very place for the, horses, bµt not for
you.
"I can swing an ax pretty wel1, and we'll set to work
upon a cabin at once," said Buffalo INJ.
Good trees were selected and quickly felled by the scout,
•his way of ''swinging an ax pretty well,'' as he has expressed it. winning the admiration of all. ·
.
The men who .had been left their legs intact among
the Blue Belts dragged the Jogs to the side Qf the ·cliff.
where Surgeon Powell wa busy building a chimney of
rocks.
By noon the chimney was finished, enoug-h logs had
been cut for the cabin, and all was going rapic!ly, the men
who had their arm·s, but were minus a leg, · making rude
tables and benches .
In the afternoon the cabin was put up, Save \he .roof.
The next day the chinks between the logs were closed
with clay, 'Small saplings formed the roof, found~ion, and
then pine straw thatched it thoroughly- against leaking.
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A shelter of the same kind was made in front, to sit
under, bunks were put up inside, the table and benches
followed, and then the making and swinging of two windows and the door, on leather hinges, cut from an old
saddle, occupied the third day.
·
·
The door and windows were in front, made of plaited
boughs, and upon the outside pine straw was fastened
so as to make them close and secure.
The fireplace was large, occupying nearly one end of
the·cabin, and all the wood cut was piled up outside close
at hand.
"The pine balsam in the walls and roof will benefit you
men, and your house is snug, clean and comfortable, so
keep it so, for upon that depends your health," said Surgeon Powell.
The old shantv back of the cabin was to be used for
the few horses ];ft to the Blue Belts, for Buffalo Bill intended taking the pack mules back with him, as there
would be little corn left if they remained long, and this
was to be fed to the horses that remained only when they
could get no grass in the canyon.
As the snow melted quickly, and grass grew luxuriantly
in sheltered places, it w~s not thought that the horses
would suffer very much.
With the end of the fourth day the work had all been
done, the men had moved into their new quarters, and
they certainly looked very cheerful and comfortable in
contrast with their last shanty house.
Tired at night and retiring early, little had been talked
of among the men, but now that all was ready, and the
scout and the surgeon had spoken of starting upon their
return the ne1\t day, Buffalo Bill said:
"It was my mtention, Mr. Boyd, to go to Yellow Dust
from here, but I shall return with Surgeon Powell to the
fort . ·
"'Ne cannot leave to-morrow, for I saw signs of a second storm coming on, and I do not care to face another
'blizzard in the saddle.
1 "'Ne will go as soon as it is over, to the fort, and then
I shall.visit Yellow Dust City shortly afterward.
"It ~; ill be a couple of months before you will need supplies again, but I will be here with them on time, or to
guide you all to the fort, if you are able to go, and that I
think would be best."
"As I do," added Surgeon Powell.
Captain Boyd and his men had listened with deep attention to what the scout had to sav, but at the last remark
about going to the fort, he look.eel at his men in a curious way, and replied:
"vVe will be well enough, sir, beyond a doubt, for, with
the kind care of Surgeon Powell we all feel like new men.
"You, sir, have saved our lives, and we wish to be
guidectwholly by you.
"But you know we are exiles, outcasts, yet, outlawed,
and we should go to the fort under a deep shadow of
crime.
"What our past has been I do not now care to discuss,
but rwish to say this-that we should like to remain here
until the spring.
"Then we will be wholly well and able to act, and it is
our intention to act, a crippled crew though we are, that
we'll make ourselves felt.
".W e all have a wrong to avenge, a cruel wrong, but,

3

outside of that, we have another duty to perform, and we
have vowed to do it.
"The twenty-seven men who dogged us to our doom, a
worse doom but .for you, must each one be found or accounted for.
'·The truth is, Mr. Cody, we cannot speak now as we
would, but when you return in two months, as you promise, we will be ready to talk, to make known to you, sir,
and to Surgeon Powell, a secret, but to no one else."
The word s and manner of Burt Boyd were impressive.
Both Buffalo Bill and Surgeon Powell felt this, and the
former said :
/
"All right, Boyd, I leave it to you what to tell, and what
not. You may have been guilty of many crimes in Yellow Dust, but you have been most cruelly punished for
your deeds.
.
"I bear no ill· will against you, and I frankly tell you I
shall do all I can to protect you from further persecution,
and Surgeon Powell will aid me.
"Tell the secret you refer to in your own ,{ray and time,
but now let me tell you what I promise to do the night of
our coming here." ·
.
CHAPTER III.
PLEDGES TO AVENGE.

"I told you, pards, that, I led a party of freezing men
into Yellow Dust City after leaving you," said Buffalo
Bill.
All nodded.
"I started for the fort, and could have reached £here before the storm became too severe, but I looked for a camp
for supper and a short rest, and came upon this party of
whom you speak."
"Men out of Yellow Dust, sir?"
"Yes, Boyd ; they said they had been out prospecting."
"~ wonder if they had not been out prospecting for us,
to see that we went to no other camp, or did not halt"near
Yellow Dust ?"
"Boyd, there were just twenty-seven of them."
"My Goel! Can they have been the band that crippled
us ?"
"That was their number."
"But they would have returned before th~ time you
met them, sir?"
"You had a slight snowstorm soon after they left you!'
''Yes, sir."
·
"Might they not have gotten lost?"
"Would not one man in twenty-seven have been able to
find Yellow Dust again?"
·
"Not unless thoroughly acquainted with the country.
"The snow changes the whole aspect of the land, you
know."
"Yes, but that was some weeks ago."
"And you had another storm, you remember?"
~
"Yes, sir."
"That would have made it still worse for them."
"True, sir."
"Did you observe that your foes had large supplies,
along?"
"Not much, I should ~y. They had no pack animals."
"These men I found were lost and out of food."
"vV ere they masked?"
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"They were not."
J
"They would hardly be 1 when they expected no one to
see them.
" But they had on masks. Several of the men riding in
the rear put masks on to protect their faces from the biting cold."
·
"That settles it, sir."
"I pretended not to notice the masks."
" And you guided them to Yellow Dust, Mr. Cody?"
" Yes, twenty-five of them, for two perished with the
cold befo re we reached there:"
"Yon found out who they were, then?"
;;l did not stop at the Golden Arms, the hotel where
they put up, but rode to the cabin of Sule Ross, the principal storekeeper, and got some supplies before going on."
"You took chances to go 01)."
..
"I knew where I could halt in Cave Canyon for the
night and be that far on my way, for af1er meeting those
men, I dared not go out of Yellow Dusf'with supplies, as
I at first thought of doing, not to ha:ve you wait so long.
··r made the ride to the fort all right, though but for
· these shelters on the way I would never have gotten there,
and I killed my two horses in doing so."
/
"No other man would have gone through," said Boyd,
earnestly.
"Well, few are as tough as I am, and can stand as
much cold.
"But to' those .men?"
"vVell, sir?"
"I took particular pains to jot down each face in my
n1en1orv."
"Ah i"
.
" Of course, they were all muffled up, head and ·ears, so
I could not tell the color of their hair. even.
" But I no~eq t~1e.ir ears and what distinguishing marks
I could, their voices and horse!S, and I am sure I could
pick a fourth of them out with~tlt trouble.
"The others I will have to 11'iake sure of in some other
way."
"Do you intend to try to find them out, sir?" ·
" I intend to spot each and every man.
" If they drove you out as outlaws, they mi.1st be hunted
down as wholesale murderers, for they have caused the
death of over half vour band.
·
"They did not fight you openly, manfull y, but sought
Indian-like, to murder you by the most cruel torture. '
"I saved their lives, so I have a hold upon them, and
each one of that band I shall know and bring to justice."
Buffalo Bill spoke in a manner that showed he was
cieeply moved. ·
He had entered upon the trail of justice with a will to
· reach its encl.
. ~ Boyd ~ernard at once aro.se, and, stretching forth his
hand, said :
•• l ' "l\Ir. 'Cody, the cause that you have taken upon yourself to champion in the name of justice is our cause and
all revenge aside, we make you our leader, for, ~s at;
officer of the armY_, yo_u cannot lead simply an avenging ·
cru sade; l;JUt we will a:d you, and what vou can and will
accomplish will be far more than avenging our wrongs."
"I accept the charge, men, anti. I say woe be unto those
.
wl;? perpetrated the f.x ;l wrong 1,1pon you!"
And I not only say amen .to this, ~ody, but I am with
)

y9u on this trail to stay to see the bitter end, for such a
crime shall not go unwhipped of justice, no, not a"'ainst
an Indian should it," declared F rank Powell, who h~d
an attentive listener to all that ]1ad been said and whose
whole sympathy was with the w retched ren{nant of the
b0:nd of Blue Belt.s, be their sins in the past \vhat they
might.

s·at

CHAPTER IV'.
A BOLD VENTURE.

.Buffalo Bill proved to be a good weather profit, k>r tht>
wmd b ega~ to howl mournfully .during the night, and
when mormng came a first-class blizzard was in full progress .
The \Vind was blowing at a seventy-mile-an-hour force,
the snow was, falling in blinding sheets, and the animals
in the f<;>rrner cabin had cause to congratulate the1 elves
that their masters had moved to other quarters.
·
The scout was out early to look to their comfort, t hey
were led to water, the.n fed, and the shantv closed to the
piercing tempest and intruding snow.
"
In tbe cabin the fire blazed cheerilv and over and over
again the Blue Belts thanked Buffalo "mu for his thoughtfulness for them.
''I believe we would have had a hard time in the shapty,
though we were so much better, by contrast, w·itb what
we had suffered we did not know how bad it was," said
Burt Boyd.
The driving and insim.lating snow quickly showed the
men where the weak points of the new cabin were, and
they soon had them remedied.
A good breakfast followed , and then there was nothing to do but talk away t he long, long, weary day.
1Surgeon Powell had killed a couple of wild turi<eys the
day before , ;i deer , and several of the men had taugh t ·a
large st1 ing of fi sh, so that fr esh edibles were plentiful.
T he fury of the storm soon bl ew itself out, the snow
ceasing to fall before night, ancl the wind going down by
dawn of the next da \"
A fter a look at the ·heavens Buffalo Bill decided to start,
as soon as he had taken a short round ·with Surgeon
Powell after g ame.
A mule was taken along, and in an hour thev returned
with several fine deer ai;d other g ame. for it. would be
some little time before the best off of the Blue Belts would
be able to hunt for themselves .
The wounds of the r:_1en were given a good treatm(!.11t
and fresh dressing by Surgeon Powell , who gave orders
what to do when he was gone, and, after an · early dinner,
the two brave men bade good-by to the Blue Bcl.ts, and,
mounting their horses, started on their trail back to the
fort. the mules in leading .
The Blue Belts stood under the sh elter across the front
of their cabin, watching the surgeon and the scout ride
down the canyon , following them with cheers as l011g as
they could see them.
.
"When Buffalo Bill comes here, comrades, he will )wve
been to Yellow Dust Citv and discovered much.
1
' T hen our secret must' come out; he must be told all.
"Heaven grant that in rescuing us no ha rm befall him.
but we had no friends in Yellow Dust City, not one whom
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From the direction the storm came · both knew that it
was good to last several days, perhaps a week.
It seemed to increase in violence each hour, and to find
the way required the boldest nerve and an iron determination not to give up.
Riding up alon'gside his pard, Surgeon Powell said:
''This is awful, Bill.''
"It is indeed, sir. Are you 'very cold?"
"?\ ot uncomfortably so; but the question 1s, can we
stand it to keep on?"
''I never say die, Frankl but if you are cold, I'll turn
back."
"Keep right on, Bill,'' was the plucky reply.
The plain that they knew th ey must cross before reaching the fort was at last reached, the bearing taken by
compass, and Buffalo Bill and the surgeon .changed from
I their horses to the largest, strongest of the mules.
The other animals were then lashed together two by
two, and Surgeon Powell said that he would lead all ,
while Buffalo Bill devoted himself wholl y to the duty of
guiding, and that was a herculean task in itself.
On they went out upon the plain, the daring guide
never wavering, never faltering.
Suddenly, when about halfway across, he halted.
''See there !"
"A fresh trail, by Heaven! ~ot half an honr old, I
know it."'
"I\ot so long as that. and a large one-fully a score of
horses."
"Where can they be going?''
"They don't know; they are lost."
"\Ve can overtake them?"
"Yes, easily."
"Then we will do just that''
"Yes, even if the}· were Indians.''
··-But theY arc not ''
''No, iro 1~-shod hoofs made those tracks, not. Indians'
ponies."
"\Ve may lose our lives; but, then, it is dut1·."
.
"Yes, we must take the risk.".
Buffalo Bill turned off after the trail, and soon saw
that it was going at random.
"They are going in a circle, Frank, and death would
end it before Jong. "
He quickened his pace, and in a short while gave a
loud whoop.
'Try it again, Bill, for this storm roars so a voice does
not go very far, even your trumpet tones.''
Again a w11oop and another and another, as they rode
along. u.ntil Surgeon Po,,·ell felt about his muffled form
and drew forth a revolver. Tl~en six shots were quickly
fired.
.'\ moment after came several answering shots.
Buffalo Bill pres. ed on with another loud whoop. Surgeon Powell following and also sen ding his Yoice echoing
Cii.A PTER \ -.
through the storm.
TJIE "KING OF THE f!LIZZARD."
t\ few minutes more and they came upon a strange
sight.
Only a s11ort distance had been made when both Buffalo
A party of twenty cavalrymen were grouped together
Bill and Surgeon Powell real.ized that it would have been
better to h_ave put up with scant provisions and discom- in a circle.
In their midst were several others, so closely muffled
. forts for a few ~lays at the stockade · cabin than to h~vc
·
as to be almost .unrecognizable, yet Buffalo Bill saw that
made the daring vei1ture to reach the fort. ·

we cou1d call upon to aid him if he needed it, and in that
tamp they are no respecters of persons. "
So said Captain Boyd, as the two friends disappeared
from ~ight, and his words implied that there "was a secret
to tell, one that Buffalo Bill must be told when ·he next
visited the winter camp of the Blue Belts.
In the meanwhile the two comrades, in their second
bold venture together, pushed on as rapidly as they could,
knowing full well that it was little less than a life-anddeath struggle back to the fort.
They did not spare their horses, for the cold was intense, and they wished to reach the shelter of the pines
for their night camp, where they had camped on their
way .to succor the outlaw band.
They saw night coming on rapidly, but were near their
camping-pl¥e, and reached it at sunset.
The best th;it could be done to shelter themselves and
their horses was done, but it wa s an uncomfortable night
for man and beast alike, and all seemed glad when the
start at dawn was begun.
The weather was not settled, the wind blew half a gale,
, and lowering clouds were gathering, so that it was with a
sigh of relief that Buffalo Bill and Surgeon Powell
reached the old stockade cabin at nightfall.
Out of the cabin went yelling a pack of coyotes, and
•
.
Buffalo Bill said, humanely:
"I di'slike to see even those covotes forced out into such
·
a night as this."
The snow was already falling, and Su!:S"eon Powell re-marked:
''Yes. how they stand it I do not know; but there is not
room inside for the coyotes and ourselves, Dill."
.. Hardly.''
The horses feh: well satisfied in their snug- shelter. and
their masters were well .content over their pi1~es. after having enjoyed a good supper. the very howling of the storm
outside making them feel the more comfortable.
"How is it outside, Bill?" asked Surg-eon Powell, when
,
.
Buffalo Bill looked out the next morning.
"Bad . Frank. and growing worse. I would not be surprised if this blizzard held on for days, and s we have
none to9 much provisions, and the cattle arc eating· their
, last.meal of grain, I say risk it to the fort.''
"You are the guide, and you made it in a worse storm
than this."
"U ncl~r worse circumstances, for J was well-nigh used
up then, and alone. \ Ve can make it. though this is no
blizzard any man wishes to be out in , though we have
the storm at our back, fortunatelv. "
"Before it was in your face ?".
" Yes.''
Half an hour after the start was made 111 the bitter
storm.
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the horse of one bore the saddle of a general officer, that
of the other had a woman's side saddle.
At sight of the scout, in spite of his wrappings, he was
recognized, and a voice shouted :
':General, here is Buffalo Bill, sir! We are saved now,
for he is the king of the blizzard !"
The soldiers gave three cheers, and Buffalo Bill called
out :
"Why, Captain Adams, is it you?"
"Yes, Cody, escorting General Easton and his daughter
from Yellow Dust City to the fort.
"\Ve had one of your men, Scout Bowles, as a guide,
but he got bewildered, went ahead to try and find his way,
and we gave him up for lost, so pushed on, and he1 we
are.
"But you can sa e us, Cody?" and there was something pleading in the tones of Captain Adams, as he
glanced toward the young girl seated in her saddle, her
eyes fixed upon the scout, as her father tried to reassure
her that l now they would be all right, for the renowned
scout of the plains, and whom the captain had just named
the king of the blizzard, would guide them.
"I will do what I can, Captain Adams, but not a motnent is to be lost. .
'"['here co11,1es Surgeon Powell, now:, and if your men
wi~ take the stock he is leading, he will go with me ahead.
'.'Come, sir, this !s no time to tarry, for life hangs by a
vcrv slender thread in such a blizzard as this."
'\'Ve thought so a rnon1ent ago, Cody, but we all have
hope now, for the king of the blizzard is our guide," replied the captain, cheerfully, just as Surgeon Powell rode

up.
CHAPTER VI.
BETWEE N LIFE AND DEATH.

Buffalo Bill was presented by Captain Adams to Gr~era! Easton and his daughter, both of whom had heard
much of the scout, and, on their ride from Yellow Dust
City the captain had told them of his great trail through
the blizzard, and that he was then away from the fort
risking his life to aid a snowbound party in the Death
\'alley Mountains.

The start had been made early in the storm, and at last
Scout Bowles, as many a good and skilled guide had
done, got bewildered, lost his way, tried to find it, and
could not get back.
Then the 1party had pushed on to cross the plain, and
had gotten irrevocably lost when found by Buffalo Bill
and Surgeon Powell.
A few more hours and their doom would have been
cirath.
/
Speaking decided!~-, as Captain Adams turned over to
him the comma11 d of the party, Buffalo Bill said:
' 'SaYing your lives Jepcn<ls a great deal npon yourselws.
"Le:. every one keep ::iert, not give up to the cOld, keep
your horses close up.
"To clrop back fifty fe<:>t will be fatal, ai~d we cannot
tum back to look for any one.
t
"\\Trap up warm.
"Are you ready?"
An affirmative answer was given, and Buffalo Bill ro<le
to the front.
Just behind him was Surgeon Powell, not by his side,
for he said:
"You c<fn do best alone, Bil!, but if you want me I am ,
ri~ht here."
Then followed two cavalrymen with the led. horses and
mules to help break the way, and Captain A<lams' men
foliowed, then the g eneral and his daughter.
Captain Adams brought up the rear to see that there
would be no straggling of a half-frozen man from the
liue.
"How that man Cocly finds his way is a puzzle to me.
"It seems as though we were simply going into an iinpcnetraqle snow bank," called back the general to Captain Adams, who answered:
"He is a mystery to all who know him in all that he

do~~:tas a compass, but one would be .about as much
use to me now as a foghorn."
On, on, through the pitiless, driving snow, the screeching. terrible wind, and the banking drifts went Buffalo
Bill.

Rent low in his saddle, ene muffled hand grasping- the
little compass, upon which his eyes were fixed. the other
The general had started late upon a tour of inspection holding the reins, his spurs against the flanks of the
of the Western forts and had reached Gold Dust City in large and powerful mule he bestrode, to keep l}im up to
the last coach that came through that far.
, his work, the determined guide held on.
Colqnel Lennox, the commander at Fort Rescue, had
been expecting him, and Captain Adams, one of his offiAn hour passed, .and the staggering, hard-pressed aniccrs, had gone ·with an ambulance and twenty rrien to es- mals were cruelly feeling the strain.
But they all follovvecl their leader.
cort him to the fort, as it was knovv·n that his daughter
wottld accompany him.
The men, bent low, muftled from head to feet, yet half.With the blizzards coming on nearly a month ahead of benumbed with cold, sat in their saddles, each face ha.rd
time, the general had been caught on the trail, hut, un- clrawn and stern, each gaze striving hard to pierce the
able tQ turn back, had continued on to yell ow Dust City, clou<ls of w bite ahead. hoping for the sight of the wooded
and there found Captain Adams.
ridge they were striving to reach.
It was decided to push right on to the fort, Miss May
\Vas Buffalo Bill wrong, they wondered, as the time
Easton gbing on horseback, as ambulances were out of went on.
Was the king of the blizzard at fault?
the question, the captain having been unable to bring
Vvould they ever reach the goal?
his through.
It was rough traveling all the way, but a deserted
\ Vould the warm blood ever come through their beminers' camp off the trail, and known to Scout Bowles, numbed veins again?
had be~n reached the first 'night, and fairly comfortable
. H ow they thought, how they ho!Je<l, and loni;cd, and
c,iuarters found.
suffered.
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Silent, with only a word now and then in cheery tones
But all could see that Buffalo Bill was anxious to bt' on
to. th'e .men not to give up. the brave daughter of a brave tbe vvav once more.
The l)attle against the blizzard was not ?'et. over:
soldier sat in het sad~llc, looking anything like the lovely
There mnst be still anotlfer desperate fight.
girl and graceful form she was, enveloped in blank.ets and
None knew better than Buffalo Bill what those. twelve
bear robes.
Stei:i1 and fearful, not for himself. but for his daughter miles meant.
and 1tl1e inen. General Easton rode by her side, while, with
He saw that the storm was increasing momel1tarily: In
a cheerv call to his soldiers from time to time, the never- fory.
despairing and dashing Captain Charlie Adams brought
Calling to Surgeon Po~ell. he said:
" \!\' e 111~1st get off. Frank."
up the rear.
·'Yes, time .is precious."
Next ,to the indomitable guide rode Frank Powell, his
stern voice now and then heard in a word of. cheer to the
''If 'Ye had been out an hour longer on that plain half
' the me~ and horses would have died ..,
men.
"I feared it all the 'while."
An hour went bv, then another hour, and all knew that
the ridge must be ;1ear, if Buffalo Bill was right.
"\Ve have yet a desperate struggle, for the storm is i11·If Buffalo Bill was wrong, all equally well knew that creasing."
·Cleath was near.
'· Y cs, but how far off is the trail?"
Another ten mim1tes, and a shadowy mass appeared
'·I can get into it in a ride of a quarter of a mile." .
''Good!"
ahead.
"We have crossed the plain.
"But how few would ever reach the fort, if a11y., had it
' There is a range of hills ahead' of us," said Buffalo not been for this halt, hot coffee, food and thawing out?"
Bill, in tones as modest as thongh he had not proven him"You are right, it saved· the outfit; but what a nervv
girl that isl" ·
·
·
.o ·
self a hero. the king of the blizzard, indeed·. ·
• But the men had heard . and a wild yell rose on the
"Game, indeed and lier father has -shown great pluck,
roar of the storm, and tears· dimmed many e)~ es,.freez.ing for he must suffer for her greatly."
as they fell.
''He does, ·;;11d Crptain Charl!e J\ciams is cine in :i tLousand. He. deserv.es promotion ,for this trial."'
"He does, indeed . and he is likely to get it, for he wins
\
· .
his way up." ...
CHAPTER VII.
_ :'Well, I'll give the order toge~ ready now; so pour hot
T:HE r: AST STRUGGLE.
· ·'
, coffee clown the_outfit, Mis.s Easton included."
The cups of hot coffee were taken, t11e horses led up.
A halt was made; but only for a moment; Buffalo Bill
had struck a ridge : _but he wished to see by his surround- blankets warmed, and l\fai,ry :Easton was bundled up until
she could hardly grasp her reins or see out of her mu{ings just where . .
·· · - · · .. ·
A moment's glance showed him, and he moved on flings.
along the range.
'
The roll of blankets Buffalo Bil] and Surgeon Powell
A short ride. and he turned into the foothills, ·over·· carried were opened C\nd spread around, for they were the
. ·i.rro;,·n ·w ith cedars, ·which protected all from the knifelike ·best '1)repared of all .for the bllzzard. and .a( the, 61'.d.e r of
,·utting. of the ,,.,· in~l.
the scout theY all ·mounted, saw: that -there· were· no "sneak
. ·A few moments . more and they .entered a narrow can- ·holes'"for t11e -penetrating- winds, ai'Jd the start was made
yon, ,where was a small stream, hut .w as now frozen hard. in the same_ otder as ~efo!'e,
l.'nder the lee of a cliff there was no snow. the cedars
The n1en saw Bi1ffalo' Bill ride to the front in the same
grew lhick. dead b1~a11cheS; and logs lay about. and Buf- ·confident \vay · as befo1:e. a'nd when he turned into tbe
.falo ·Bill i>prang frmn his saddle. calling ont:
regular trail he showed that he knew what he was about.
"Cathe:- wood, men. and r1uickly.
. On. on, he went, gui.ded l;y 'the surroundings he ca~ght
·'Come. don't be snails ..,
sight of fron1 tin.1e to time when the t1tail cou1~1 not ·be
The-order \vas needed , for the half-frozen men moved
seen.
abou• with difficulty.
· The~- prog-_ressed ·_siowly. anq_ all knew that night would
· A tire was soon kinilled. ' then another and another, the
·
scout going from one to the other. while Surgeon Powell overtake them before reaching the fort. . . ·
\~-onld. the king of ~he blizzard fail the111 then? · .
· urg~d on some of tl e !11el1 in gathering wood, others in
On they \~trug:glcd, and the storm still increased in fury .
. cutti_ng holes in the ice and getting water to put on to
Soon t!Je scout halted.
..
boil, and aiso \\'h~re the ir horses could drink .
·Tass back this line ·and make fast to every horse:
. -The ·horses vvcre led into the thicket, watered. blanketed ·
··Kight is ~ipon. us no\v, and tj1ere must be no hanging
and given a feed of :!4Tai 11.
.
·
· ·
Coffee pots were ori· boiling, steaks of venison were hack!"
Such was the stern order of the guide, and then he
·broili'k g , also bacon, and crackers \\·ere warming.
moved · ahead once more.
The men began to get thawed.
:\t ~ fire apart and well sheltered. May Easton ·w as cnDarkness: fell, ·and s_o on the form of Buffalo Bill could
joyii:ig the scene, Jor she was not as cold _as the others. not be seen, for but a few paces about them coold the men
·see:.
' ·
·
·
·
.
so warmly had she been wrapped .
Captain Adam~ came soon with a sdTdier, an<l hei· father
' Stifl on \Vet!t. t11e king of the· blizzard.
·
'
<md heh;df were ~iven a good meal. ,
· "God knows how-he finds the way,'? muttered the g·ei1-

8
·,
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"Through that noble fellow's aid, Buffalo Bill, whom
Captain Adams justly calls the king of the blizzard," answered the general, and he turned to thank the scout, but
he was gone.
' 'VI/ e owe much to you, also, Surgeon Powell," he said.
"I have remained, sir, to report by return, with Cody's,
to Colonel Lennox, and to see if either yourself or Miss
Easton need· my aid."
"My dear Powell, yon need aid as much as we do, so
quickly go to your quarters, and see to it that Buffalo Bill
'is cared for, too.
"If eiti1er myself or daughter need medical aid, ·we. will
call in your assistant to thaw us out, only let him look
after you and the men first, not forgetting you, Captain
Adams, though you did really so enjoy the blizzard."
As Miss Easton had already been taken in charge by
Mrs. Lennox, and the general was in good hands, Surgeon Powell and Captain Adams left for their quarters.
Their first duty, however, w~s to see that the men had
been properly cared for, and it. was found that Buffalo
Bill had already gone ori the rounds, and reported that
about two-thirds of the soldiers were badly frostbitten,
CHAPTER VIII.
seyeral of them dangerously so, while nearly all of the
horses would be of little use after their game and· desperBUFFALO BILL'S TRIUMPH.
)"''.tr ·_
ate fight for life.
Jhe ringing vofce of the scout without startled the
"I am cold, yes, clear to my bones, but a hot drink has
sentinel upon the fort wall, where he was crouching in already helped, and I 'll soon be all right," said Burlalo
his s~ntry box, for orders had been given that the men Bill, as he sat in Surgeon Powell's comfortable quarters .
should seek that shelter during the storm.
''\i\T ell, Bill! you are about the toughest pine knot I
No fear whatever was felt from the redskins, for what know, for I confess that I am about used up; but you
huma_n being could face such a tempest of cold, snow and rocfc on ahead, with the weight of twenty-four lives on
wind?
your shoulders, one a young girl, and not to speak of your
The voice of the scout was recognized, though the sen- ow1i, and never .once flinched from the appalling ordeal."
tinel, who had gone on post only two hours before, could
"I dared not.
scarce believe his ears, and he called lustily for the cor"There was too much at stake.
poral of the guard.
"But did vou see what I did as we reached the trail?"
The guard turned out with\ a rush, wondering at the ·
"You saw· him, then?"
call, and was greeted with the startling information:
_\
"Yes."
"Buffalo Bill is calling loudly at the main entrance for
"I thought that you did ; but !suppose you said nothadmittance!" .
ing for the same reason that I did."
The gates swung open just as the party rode up, and
"Not to demoralize the men, or shock l\{iss Easton.
the voice of Captain Adams was heard :
Yes."
"It is General Easton and escort, sergeant!"
c'Iviy horse was almost upon him when I saw him lying
"Ay, ay, sir, and God bless you all that you got here;
the snow.
in
'
sergeant.
the
replied
it!"
did
Bill
but it's Buffalo
".N"ot ten feet from him lay his horse, also dead."
"Yes, Buffalo Bill found us Jost and guided us here,
"It was poor Bowles, of course?"
sergeant.
"Yes, he h<!.cl found the trail, but too late, for his horse
"No other man could have done it," called back Captain
doubt went clown, and he could do nothing, so lai<l
no
on
Powell
Surgeon
and
scout
Adams, as he followed the
'
to die.
down
,
toward headquarters.
to-morrow."
body
fellow's
poor
the
after
g-o
"I'll
leading
those
· Captain Adams dismissed his. men, save
''You'll do nothing of the kind, if this storm keeps up,
the pack animals with the general's baggage, ,with orders
•
and I believe that it will."
Dill,
hosthe
to
report
and
to get under shelter with all haste
and--"
him,
cat
wiil
coyotes
the
"But
. pita!.
"No coyote will move out of his den such weather as
-Then he escorted the general.and Miss Easton on to the
this.
qµarters of Colonel L~nox, whither Buffalo Bill had
"Send your scouts out if the storm breaks, tor go yourrapidly ridden and announced their coming, so that there
self you shall not, as you seem to forget that you wish to
would be no delay.
"I will go on with you, Bill, to see if the general or that go to Yellow Dust City as soon as you can get there, and
you need rest, or the next thing will be William F. Cody
poor girl need my aid," said Surgeon Powell.
·
in the snow."
dead
welto
Lennox
Colonel
to
indeed,
It was a surprise,
"What? the king- of the blizzard freeze to death,
come the general in such a blizzard, and he asked, vigor.
ously:
Frank?" asked Buffalo Bill, with a smile.
"It might be; but, joking aside, you rest for a few .days,
"In God!s name, how did -you make it?"
era!, and from the muffled form by his side came the fervcntlv uttered words:
"God guide him !"
Behind now and then came the cheery voice of Captain
Adams:
night or day are
"Courage, men! Never fear,
alike to the king of the blizzard !"
''Are we lost?" was the question upon every lip, and
soon it was announced by Buffalo Bill:
.
''The lights of the fort are in sight!"
Such a cry as came from despairing men · sttcldeuly
given hope for life was never before uttered !
The lights of the fort were ahead, soon visible to every
eye, and seen by the almost -dying horses, too, they
strnggled on with renewed hope.
Ent Buffalo Bill had dashed on ahead, and lotHI" rang
his voice at the stockade gate:
"Ho, within there! Open quick, in the name of lmmanity !
"I am Buffalo Bill!"

for
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the wild life .in a mining camp, and yet she was soon
satisfied with her experience.
Like wildfire the news of her corning had spread, ai1d
as a young and pretty girl was a rare bird that seldom
ligl)ted in YelJow Dust City, every member in the camps,
every hanger-on, and those of every other calling was
.
most anxious to see her.
Ti1ey ''.cleaned up," and in their best toilets were soon
on the run for the Golden Arms, and request was made
that Miss Easton would come out and just take a look at
t~e boys, which really meant that they should have a peep
at her.
_
·
May accepted with a smile, and ·made her appearance
with her father and Captain Adams.
The shout that greeted her made her shrink, but she
blushed deeply, and bowed to the compliment of one hon-.
est fellow, who cried:
"Yer i's ther prettiest gal I ever seen.''
A cheer of approv.al greeted this, and then the colonel
came to announce dinner.
It was the best dinner ever served in the Golden Arms,
and was welJ enjoyed.
Then the stage was announced, and preparations were
made for the start, for thirty miles were to be made that
afternoon, for a halt at night at a stocktender's cabin,
where there was accommodation for travelers.
''I am glad-you are to go on the box, Bob White," said
Buffalo Bill, recognizing the driver who was to take the
coach out as an old soldier and plainsman, and one who
cou_ld handle the reins with any man of the Overland .a
trail.
'
':And I wish you were going along, too, Bill, for I c\01i 't
like some whispering I have heard among several of the
bad ones in this camp, for it is thought the old general
has money.'' ~
_"Say nothing about it, Bob, and don't worry," was Buffalo Bill's reply, and; somehow, Bob White seemed perfectly satisfied with it.
Soon after the general and his daughter came out,
good-bys were said, the father._ and daughter warmly
pressing the scout's hand_at parting, and at a signal from
Colonel Camp, the landlord, Bob \i\fhite mounted his box
and the coach rolled away, drawn by a team of six fine
horses.

if vou wish to go to Yellow Di.lSt, for if you do not lay by

I'll have the colonel order you not to leave the fort."

"I'll obey orders," was the smiling reply, and, foldinghis storrncoat about him, Buffalo Bill went over to his
own quarters, and was welcomed by his company of
scouts.
The joy at their chief's return was dampened when told
that their comrade, Bowles, lay dead in the snow some ten
miles from the fort.
Once warmed through, with a blazing fire on the broad
hearth of his little ca.bi11, Buffalo Bill turned in to seek
the rest he so greatly needed and so well had earned.
CHAPTER IX.
THE ~.fJXERS' RECEPTION.

. For days longer the bitter winds blew an-d hail and

~now drove over the land, blocking al1 1trails and keeping

all indoors save those whom garrison duty forced to face
the dread storm without, and the party sent to bring in
Scout Bowles' body for burial.
General Easton and l\'1ay were not much the worse for
their appalling experience, and the former said that he
would return to Yellow Dust the moment that it was possible for him to do so.
The scout was sent for by Colonel Lennox and questioned upon the possibilities of the ride, and said he was
sure such a storm, so early in the season, would be followed bv milder weather.
Arrari'g~ments were, therefore, made for the return, the
scout suggesting that the start be made in the aften}oon,
and a night halt made at the stockade cabin, which the
men could readily put in condition, for there were half a
dozen rooms in the old fort.
Th~ next night a halt would be made at Cave Ca11yon,
where all would be again sheltered, and Miss Easton could
be made comfortable.
This was the plan, a11d the start ,;,ras made the day
after the blizzard ceased.
·
·
_"I niay remain some little time, .F rank, but if I need
you I will fine\ a way of getting you word," said Buffalo
Bill.
'Riding . on more rapidl) than the escort, which was
~gain under the command of Captain Adams, Buffalo
Bill took with him half a dozen soldiers, and when the
party arrived at the stockade all was ready for them.
_ The next clay Cave Canyon was made, with _a long_halt
at noon, and a tent carried by a pack horse was pitched for
Miss Easton,_ the general sharing a · cavern with the men.
It was noon when, t\1e day following, the party rode up
to the Golden Arms, Buffalo BilJ having again gone on
ahead to have all in readiness for the distinguished visitors to th~ mining camp. _
.
Colonel Camp was wild with excitement at the coming
of Miss Easton, and did all in his power, as he said:
. "To make her feel that she was really in her own
home.'~
•
To the colonel's regret, however, and the delight '. of
General Easton and his daughter, it had been decided
to send _a stage out that afternoon, a six-mule sled
having been sent over the trail to break the way, where it
was needed, and, .returning, repot:ted all clear.
"May Easton was glad of the chance to get a look at
1

CHAPTER X.
CB IN - CH I.N

JI :\1. ·

. Buffalo Bill's eyes had been busy when he arrived in Y ello\v Dust City: · He was trying to recall fac~s.
He did recall a number which he had seen before, atidwas sifting those he had met incidentally on former visits
to Yellow Dust City from those he believed he had guided
over a night tr~il through a storm when life was at stake.
The fact that no one had yet referred to that ride was
a surprise to him, but he had something on his mind that
worried him more.
It was what Bob White, the stage driver, had said to _.
him. .
· -·
·'Captain Adains, you intend to .refoain here until tO~
morrow before starting back, I believe ?" the scout remarked, as the coach drove up. "May I as!<: you- to dD
me a fayor, sir?"
I

IO
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'' Certainly."
. ''\.Vill vou start now, saying you will ·go to Ca Ye Can·
yoi1 to-night?"
· 1
-" v\Thy ," yes; yet I don't see the reason, for I am g,l,iid
enough to get a night in camp here." ·
''T rue, si r; but the reason is that I believe a storm wiil
set in before three days, and it would be well to be near
t lit'! fort when it begi1is."
·
"I have ·no fear with you along, Cody."
-"But 1 am not to return with you, sir;"
"Ah!',
" L em Todcl will carry you back all ri ~ht, sir, and I
brought him along fo r that purpose."' ·
"I-l c is a g-oocl scout, Cody; but why do you remain?"
"I wish to do so on a little matter of business, captain,
which I cannot explain now , sir.!'
''You know best, a~cl I will, of course, leave this afternopn, especially as you do not go with us."
·
··.>Jow to the other reason, sir."
".\.11. yes; there were two, you saicl."
" I don't exacth· like several movements I have seen
here. and I will foilow the coach, for I deem it important."
''Theu I should do so bv all means."
"It would be useless, s.ir, for did you have ~vith you
men no move wou ld be made against the coach."
''But \'OU?"
''\Vil( leave the camp with you, sir, on the Fort Trail,
cut across with you, sir, and several 111en to the stage
trail. when several miles out from here, and be ready to
"1.id if ·aid is needed ."
"Yes, that is all rig ht. " ·
"If an attack is made on the coach, sir, it will be within
hvcntv miles of this camp, for men will not remain out at
nig·ht .t his weather, and ti1ey would wish to O'et back or to
some retreat they know of.
''By starting at once. sir, we; can ~oon be on their trail,
cutting across, as I sald, from tlie Fort Trail. and the
work clone, I can g uide you across to the Cave Canyoi1 tonight.·
"Cody, I 'am in your hands; so say what ')'O U wish, and
I will give the 01~ders . " · - ·
"Then tell the colo11el that; _fearing bad weather, you
have decided to start at once."
· ·
''I'll do it."
·
The colonel looked sad, indeed, whe~ he learned the-i_titention of Captain Adatns, and when the· bugler sounded
the bugle to call the so]cli~ rs, all the men of the camp
wi~hin hearin·g came ori the juri.1p. -.-·
.
.
The result was a crowd <rbotJt the Golden Atms-·as
large almost as had been there a short while before to see
:\fay Easton. .
\
·
As most of them had gone off simply to " take something," they had .not gotten very far away, for it was,
as is always the case with men at a bar, a case of '" i·eµeat."
'
Vlhen the crowd learned that the soldiers were to rct11rn at once to the fort, fearing another storm, and that
l hiffalo Bill was to accompany them, there was considerabl ~ excitement, quick consultation. and then as the cavalry came to the front; mounted for the march, one of
the men, known as a rather hard citizen, but possessingoratorical powers, suddenly slionted for order.

Order was instantaneous, and · every eye was .. upcm
·"Chin-Chin Jim."
..
.
Now, Chin-Chin Jim was 11ot a Chinese, by any Jrieans,
as his name might indicate, but an om and _out. bor~er
man.
His "jaw music" and "tongue wag," as it was expres sed in Yellow Dust City. had gi v~n him hi s name.
When there was a speechto make, Ch in-Chin Jim was
called upon.
At burials he preached tlH' sermon as eloquent!)- Qver a
dead desperado as over the best man in ca111p.
He possessed a sonorous, musical voice, and all liked
to hear him talk.
In fact, in shooting scrapes, the cry was freq uently
heard.:
" Look out there! Don't hit Chin-Ch in Jim by mistake !"
.\s Jim was g·enerally around when there was ·a row , he
spent much of his time in dodging btill ets.
He sang well, accompanying himself on the guitar:
played th e violin. could bring- tears to the eyes of his
audience in preaching- a fu neral sermon, but those who
thought that Ch in- Chin Jim \\'as not a devil at heart didn 't
know him.
He pla:-·ecl poker to win. but never for 'big money; lt c
rlrank liquor fro m love of it, but nevet' got drunk, and
when cornered, he had fo ught, shooting to kill.
Such was the man who had suddenlv called -the -miners
of Y cllow Dust "to order. "
·

CHAPTER XI.
UORDER

ELOQCENCE.

"Order! Order! '' sho11tecl 01in-Chin Jim. althot1gh
the crowd had become perfectly quiet at hi s first call.
But ] im wished to be sm:e that the attention of all was
riveted upon him.
_
·
"Gentlemen. 1 has a few words to sa ,-. and a vote of
thanks ter give ter one who is most desar~in;_., ·
The _<.;rowel looked at each other in wonder, as to where
the lightn ing was going to strike. · ·
._
"I wishes them gallant Boys in Blue, kc! by ther .t.!ashingist of capt'in s in ther army ter-hear what I _has ter say,
fe r ef it don t consarn them individual like, it do consan1
one of the. greatest of J:mnans in \yhom they holds an interest."
·
Captain Adams could not give the order to march after ·
this.
.
.
:
" It were ther intention 0·f some of our. beloved, call ee!
tergether on thi s mournful occasion-why, hang iL
parcls, I'm off ther trail onter a funeral sa rmon-I m ea n ~
1 r say thet it were ther intention· of a number · of more ,
or less respected pilgrims of Yellow Dust City ter call' fl
caucus fer ter-night in the colonel's game sal9on, fer tcr
do honor to a 111i\rl of whom we feels proud tcr have i_n our
midst, a man as stands big· in this country and is known
tc the crowned heads far and wide in ther countrlc of
Europe, Asia and Afri-ca.
"But circumstances which we ga loots can't all us control has broke in upon us, and our plans fer ter-night's
jubilee hev faded as doth the ftovver that is bad hit br
i:hcr frosted breath of ther howlin" blizzard of "therRockies .
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"What has downed us in this ere particular is the fact
that we can't hev all things ter please us.
"Man groweth up like a toad-stool and is cut down by
a mule hoof-thar I go ag'in inter graveyar9 chin music.
"But, ter continue:
"As we can't have ther blow-out ter-night, with free
whiskey and halleyujahs, I has been honered by them that
wishes ter do ther duty, ter express in public ther feelings
they has in private-hold on thar, Buffalo Bill, for I is
·
gittin' enter ' your trail now.
"Ther fact is, pards, a few weeks ago a party of prospectors, thinking ter find more gold . in ther up country
than was being dug here in Yellow Dust, started out on a
venture.
"But beware of ther glitter of gold, my pards !
''Ther gold war not ; ther trail was lost ; ther snows
they descended and did beat upon them poor mortals, until
they war almost froze.
':They did wilt as ther flower; ther food give ottt, and
lo ! and behold! they war like ther lost lambs of Israel, beset with death.
"Then, suddenly, like a beacon to ther mariner on ther
seas, come a man on horseback inter ther camp.
"Thar he be, gents ! He sitteth upon his horse before
you all.
"It was Buffalo Bill!
"He did come to them poor lost coyotes of Israel ; he
did bid them to follow him, and he would lead them to
· ther Promised Land.
"Throttgh darkness and despafr, through wind and
snow, never failing, he led them on.
"One fell by the wayside, a corpse.
"I preached his funeral discourse, you remember, and
brought loving tears inter ther eyes of pilgrims, tears thet
froze as they fell, fer it w~re dead cold, yer all remember.
"Another fell by ther wayside, and I buried him, too,
but ther cold froze my eloquence.
"But on went Buffalo Bill, straight-no, it's a zigzag
trail, but, poetically speaking, straight as the arrer flies to
ther heart of a clove, until he reached the sheltering embrace of the Golden Arms.
"There the poor, frozen pilgrims fottnd rest, warmth
and shelter, bttt the hero who had saved them, waiting for
no thainks, pushed on where duty called him. ·
"Now, parcls, it is the pleasure of this meeting ter give·
ter Buffalo Bill a vote of thanks, and ter lay before him a
golden offering, this bag of gold dust, which the men he
saved wishes him to accept, ter do with as he will."
Yells that were deafenin g followed this specimen of
Chin-Chin Jim's eloquence, hats were thrown into the air,
revolvers fired, and the name of Buffalo Bill resounded
from hundreds of lips.
The scout's face was pale, rather than flushed. His
eyes burned brightly, but a stern look T10vered about his
mouth rather than one of deep gratitude for the vote of
,
thank_s and the gift of gold.
He took off his broad sombrero, however, and bowed
to the crowd his thanks, then he rode up to where ChinChin Jim stood on the piaz~a, the bag of gold in his hand,
and said:
"I thank yon, pard, for the very complimentary allusions to myself, and through you those who have extended
to me this valuable gift; but what I did was only duty to

I I

fellow-men in distress, and in the lines of duties I am expected to render.
''The government pays me for my services, and I haye
never been guilty of taking pay for a human life, so I will
not do so now, save to hand over to Colonel Camp, storekeeper Sule Ross and Mina Carl Camp this· bag of gold,
which they can devote to a fund to aid poor unfortunates
who need it far more than I do."
He did not touch the bag, and the colonel, Sule Ross
and Carl ·w aring, standing near, stepped forward at his
call and took it in charge, amid the wild shouts of the
,
·
crowd.
Again lifting his hat, Buffalo Bill drew his horse back
to the head of the troop, and said in a low tone:
"I am ready, Captain Adams. We have already lost
too much precious time."
"'What a remarkable scene, Cody! This is a land of
wonders," was the captain's answer, and he gave the order to march, and the troop went off at a trot that increased in speed as Yellow Dust City was left further
behind.

CHAPTER XII.
ON THE STAGE TRAIL.

Down the trail rode Buffalo Bill, guiding_the trooper
escort.
After several miles had been gone over he ha\~ed and
said:
"Here is where we turn off, sir, for the winding of this
trail southward and of the stage trail northward, brings
them but three miles apart here, and there is a narrow
canyon cutting through the range."
'Vve will take it, Cody. How many men do you
wish?"
"Sav half a dozeh of the best mounted, sir, with
\
twenty-four hours' of supplies and an extra horse."
The men were quickly selected, the supplies were put
upon one of the pack horses, and, with the sergeant in
command and .Scout Lem Todd as guide, the escort was
ordered to go on to Cave Canyon for the night.
Riding by the side of Buffalo Bill, the half-dozen troopers fotlowing, Captain Adams gave the order, and the
push ahead was made through the narrow canyon.
Fortunately, the hard wind had almost swept it clear
of snow, but in places there was a sharp, hard struggle.
.
for. the horses.
The stage trail was reached, and after a close examination by the scout, he cried :
"They have gone by, sir."
"The coach ?"
"Yes, sir; but those who followed it also."
"Then we must J.asten."
"There are seven horses along, sir, as near as I can get
hold of the tracks." ·
"None too many for us, for we are eight."
"Yes, sir, it will be easy work for us."
"Shall we follow?"
"Yes. sir; and we have things our own way, I think,"
and Buffalo Bill turned down the stage trail.
Half a dozen miles were gone over, and then Du1Iale
'
Bill said:
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"The first relay station is not . over two miles ahead,
and this is fifteen miles from Yellow Dust.
''! do not believe the coach is a mile jrom here, and the
attack will be made before it reaches the relay station~
hark!"
All listened, and a shot was heard, not a quarter of a
mile ahead on the trail.
"They are at it, sir," and Buffalo Bill spurred on,
Captain Adams by his side, tl1e men three abreast following.

*

*

*

*

The coach had meanwhile pulled along at a good gait.
Bob White did not care to be in the night reaching the
relay where the halt was to be made until the next morning.
After he had driven some distance an idea flashed
through his mind to look behind him.
What he saw caused him to turn pale. Five men were
coming at a gallop behind him. All were so muffled UJ>
that he could not see enough of any one of them to recognize him.
But he knew that the ordeal was upon him, so he called
out to his passengers :
"General, five horsemen are coming after us, sir, and I
don't . believe they mean any good. It won't do to he
reckless, but be guided by circumstances .as to what we
had .best do."
The general felt a chill at his heart, such as he !tad
never know1i in personal danger. It was apprehension
for his beautiful daugl;ter.
"I \>.1ill be prepared·:fo defend myself and my daughter,
driver," he repl~~d, and got his revolvers ready.
Another glance behind showed Bob 'i\Thiie that the
horsemen were coming up rapidly. Their horses seemed·
to have been hard ridden to catch up with the coach.
Nearer tl'ley came, showing no weapons, nor hailing
hitn.
I
.
A bend of the trail put them out of sight, and Bob
\Vhite was tempted to run for it, but he knew this would
be useless in the rough condition of the trail.
A moment after the horsemen dashed around the bend,
and as they came up one of them called out :
"V'./e have had a hard ride of it, senor, to overtake you."
"\Vhat for?"
"The colonel sent us along .as an escort."
·

CHAPTER XIII.
A

GIRL'S

PLUCK.

The·-generaf..br"eathed more freely at their reply; but
Bob White did not.
The general had his weapons ready, and the driver had
his at ha-nd.
·
The statement of Hie horsemafl seemed all right, but
why should the colonel, who was ·stage agent, become
anxious about such distinguished passengers in such cqld
weather, and send men to see that they arrived all right
at the right halting-place?
"If you are all right, Bob, we'll go back and report,"
spoke the leadet-, addihg:
1
'It's a bad t1ight to be caught out i11."
.
"Hold on, driver, a moment," called out the ge11eral.

Bob White drew rein, and felt that he had been wrong,
after all.
..
. ,
''Return, my good fellows, and tell Landlord Camp that"
I appreciate his kindness and thank him.
.
''We are getting along all right, and as we descend. the
mountaii1 will have less snow and i::old.
"Here, warm yourselves with this when vou return, for
you will need it.;'
·
As he spoke the general extended his hand, containing
a twenty-dollar gold piece, as a return for the kindness of
the horsemen.
But the general's ·hand was grasped in a grip of steel
by the man to who111 he had generously extended the gift.
and a revolver was shoved full in his face, while the
, words canie threateningly:
" J\tove an inch and you are a dead man! Subrcit arid
vou will not be hatmed !''
· The four horsemen had slipped to the ground 011 the
off side of their horses, and their rifles were level <l
across their saddles.
One rifle covered Bob White, the others were aimed
·
at the body of the coach.
"Come, what is your will?" asked the general, taken
by surprise.
''To hold your daughter a prisoner until you pay us
big money for her ransom, for we know you've got it,
g-eneral."
As the ruffian uttered the last word he dropped dead !
, A bullet had crashed through his brain!
At that instant Buffalo Bill and Captain Charlie Adarils
<lashed around the turn in the trail, a hundred feet away!
They were on foot, revolvers in hand, and at sight of
them Bob White pulled trigger, dropping a third of 'the
outlaws.
At that moment the six soldiers, whom· their captain
and the scout had distanced in the tide to the rescue, catne
at a gallop around the bend.
''Hands up, or you drop dead in your tracks," shouted
Buffalo Bill. and the two men, seeing that they could not
reach their horses, and knowing that it was death to ~t
tempt to fly on foot, raised their hands quickly.
''Ah, Cody, another debt of gratitude to owe you, my
good friend. ·
''Why, do you know these wretches intended to kid:
nap my daughter?"
"They are capable of anything, sir."
"Ah, Captain Adams, you, too, are on e of our rescuers !'j The general had spr-ung out of the coach, and
r1ow warmly wrung the hands of the officer and the scout,
while he expressed his thanks to the soldiers also.
"Your men have secured the prisoners, aptain Adams, and we had best not detain the coach, sir,1' said Buffalo Bill.
"You ;:lre right, and I am sure it will not be held up
again', general."
· "I have no further fear of i,t, captain.
"But you do not realize what you gentlemen have done
for me and mine."
''I shall have to ask you, ge11eral," broke in Buffalo Bill,
"to carry these three bodies on the top of the coach to the
next relay station, whe1·e they will be buried by the stocktenders."
"Certainly, Cody."
· ..
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"But' I desire a look at their faces firsV' and Bttff:'do
Bill drew the 1nask and muffler from the face of the
Jea.der.
" Yes/' was all he said.
The faces of the other two \Vere then looked at, and
of one the scout simply added:
"Another !"
At the third he shook his head in a dubious way , as he
looked sharply at him.
"What about the prisoners, Bil1 ?"
"We will take them, Bob, for they are wanted at the
fo rt," was the reply.
The three (lead outlaws were then put on the top of
the coach and strapped there, when Buffalo Bill said, in a
lo\v t611e, to Bob White :
"Your hot·ses have had .twenty minutes' rest, so rush
theri1 to the station with all speed . When you get there
take the best team and push them hard for the night halt ,
fo r more bad weather is threatening. and I fear dark will
catch you before you get there."
"It does look so, Pard Cody."
"I'll tell you what to do: There are two men at the !lcxt
relav. Mount one of them on a fresh horse an<l send
him' flying through to yonr night hajting-place to get a
fresh team at'ld bring them to meet you .
" If he hunies he can meet you eight miles or so from
the station, and then you can put tea.ms through for all
they are vVorth."
"Right you are, pard scout, and I thank yon for th·~ ·
suggestion. You ah"'.ays have your clever wits about you
and .know just what to do at. the right tinie.
"It will get me there befote night . for I can make each
team fly.
''All ready!" and Bob White mounted his box.
Farewells were said, and off went the coach at a clipping pace, for Bob White knew well that it voulcl uevcr
do for night to catch him ort that snowbott11d trail.
"Now, captain, we must ride for it, and I 'll push tight
on to C!'.ive Canyon with you, as night will catch us befor~
we get there," said Buffalo Bill.
The prisoners were already 111ou11ted, bourt<l to their
saddles, but carefully p rotect~d against the cold.
With the five horses of the outlaws ai1d the extra animal brought along, each soldier had a horse to lead.
CHAPTER XIV.
THE '!'WO t>f{ISONERS.

An hour 01~ so after dark they reached the canyon, a11d
' weri'! greeted with a cheer.
. .
A hot supper was r·eady for them, and the soldi(!rs al·
ready there looked after the tired horses.
The prisoners were well treated also, btit nppeate9 to
have little appetite for the good supper give11 them.
A fire was built in the mouth of the cave, and at the request of the scout Captain Adams ordered the two prisoners brought there for him to have a talk with .
They soon came, pale and anxious looking.
''Men, I wish to have a talk with you, and you might
as w('..11 tell the truth, for I know more than you thi11k l
doi t!.nd· will catch you in any lie you utter," said the scout,
"If yott give rn; 011r lh·cs we'll talk; not ~vithout.''
" That's so," chimed in the other.

. i3

"I do not believe your information in that val\.tab!e·. " .
"\\! c knows a heap."
"So do I."
"Come, Buffalo Bill; ttade what we knows for oi1r
Jives."
.;No. I'll get it without allowing two such villains as
you are to escape the gallows."
This staggered the men, and they looked anxiously at
each other, while the scout said:
"Yonr leader to-day was none other than the man wh~
had such a flow of language in presenting me a vote of
thai:ks."
·
"He's quit his chin music now," asserted ol'ie.
''Oh, yes , his name was Chin-Chin Jjm. I've seen him
before-j ust where I saw you before to-day."
"vVhat was that?"
·'You were. both among the men I led throl1gh the
storm.' 1
The men were silent, and Buffalo Bill asked:
''i\re you two, and were those three men' who were
killed, the only ones of the band I guided to Yellow Dust
City who were outlaws?"
"Yes, we was all."
Buffalo Bill smiled, but asked :
'"Where are the men >vho were on tlfat prospecting
to11r ?"
"Two died on ther trail thet night, yer remember,
and two died soon after from exposure, while Old Rh11bard sawed the atm off of 011e and a leg· off of another.
''Them three men you seen turn .ther toes up ter-day,
and here we two is."
Buffalo- Bill said nothing, but in his mind he was work~
i11g out a sum in arithmetic.
.
·
He was counting as follows:
"Two died on the trail, two more after arriving in
.
camp, making four.
"'fwo lost a limb, so six are accounted for, and three
\•,;ere killed tocd~y, and they make nine, with these two
prisoners, running the number up to eleven that are accounted for.
"l£levet1 from t\Venty-sevet1 leave sixteen yet to account
·
for, a rather quick thinning out of the band."
Then, turning to Captai11 Adams, the scout added :
· "I know all I cat·e to from these men, sir, so the sergeant can take theni; but if you will ask Colonel Lennox
to hold them for trial some little time, I cart promise him
more prisoners, or a least tl'iol'e testimony to condemn
these two."
The storm did riot materialize during the night, btit
when the day dawned the clouds hung low and wcte very
threatening.
"Push for the stockade cabin, Captain Adams, with all
haste, for the quarters there are good, shouid we· be
s11owed in for a few days, and here ycu could not stand it,
sir."
"You are right, Cody, and, without delaying for a
noon halt, we should reach the stockade some hour or
two before night."
"Yes, sir."
"I wish that you were going with us."
"I think 1 ca11 be 0£ more service just now, sir, in Yel·
low Dust City,"· was t~e reply.
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"Well, take care of yourself, and I shall let the colonel.
know that you saved the general."
"With your aid, sir," and with a military salute to the
captain Buffalo Bill saw him go on after his men, when he
turned back on the trail to Yell ow Dust City.
He rode slowly, for a terrible blizzard had come on.
Suddenly, through the storm, he beheld a horse and
rider . both cowering under the shelter of a rock an'M in a
retreat that from a less severe storm might be fairly safe,
but in the tempest was poor, indeed.
"Ho, pard, have you halted there to die-by Jovel it
is an Indian !" and Buffalo Bill dropped his hand to bring
his rifle around for use.
Hut the redskin did not move, nor.his pony, either.
Instantly the scout was by his side, his hand upon his
shoulder.
The i·ed rider made an effort to raise his hands, but
could not, then stared vacantly at the scout.
"Freezing to death, as I live!"
Out eame the scout's flask of liquor and a generous
draught was forced down the red throat.
The Indian wore the full togs and war bonnet of a chief
of high rank, and was yet a comparatively young man.
He seemed to feel, when the drink was forced into his
mouth, that he had found a friend, but he could mutter
but a word or two.
Buffalo Bill fairly lifted the redskin out of the saddle
and placed him where he could feel the warmth, gave
him another drink, and then unrolled his bed blankets
and put them about him.
Taking from his traps his coffee pot and provisions, he
soon had some water boiling and some venison broiling
over a fire he kindled.
The Indian pony and his own horse were led up near to
the fire, the scout knowing that it would keep the chill off.
Turning to the Indian again, he found him much improved by the liquor and the warmth.
The chief drank the coffee and devoured the venison
and crackers offered in a way that showed he was most
· starved.
. The scout watched him attentiwly, and when he felt
that he was warmed clear through, he made him stand up
by the fire, while he wrapped his blankets about l~im.
Leading the pony nearer, he aiderl him to mount, and
then tucked the blankets all over his legs and feet, muffled
up his head, and, mounting .his own horse, led the way
out of the temporar) shelter which had been such a hoon
to the poor redskin, for nowhere else could a fire have
been built for miles, and so good a retreat foimd.
On through the storm Buffalo Bill rode, the Indian
pony following in the broken tracks made by the large
.horse, and his rider watching the muffled form ahead with
strange wonder in his eyes.
·
The delay to save the redskin, and the heavy traveling
through the storm, made it slow work, and night fell
before the first cabin of Yellow Dust came in sight.
But on pushed the scout, and a light from a cabin s0on
glimmered ahead. Then more lights came into view, the
larger ones of the Golden Arms. The chief followed in
silence wherever his rescuer cared to lead.

A few minutes more, and, riding up to a cabin, Buffalo
Bill called ont :
"Ho, Sule Ross, come out here, for there are two halffrozen men to care for."
CHAPTER XV.
T II E

DE AT H

H A N D.

Sule Ross heard the cry without, threw on his storm
coat, and sprang to the door.
"Quick, Sule, for my companion is in a bad way, I
fear. He was half dead when I found him," cried Buffalo Bill.
The storekeeper had been looking at the muffled forms,
and now at Buffalo Bill's request he lifted the Indian in
his strong arms and went with him into the cabin, the
scout meanwhile riding on to the log stable 11ear at hand
to get the horses under shelter as quickly as he could.
Once in the cabin, Sule Ross laid the blanketed form
on the floor, then put on the kettle to boil, got out a
bottle of liquor and glasses, and prepared a bed on the
floor not far from the fire, placing there a bear robe and
blankets.
He then drew th~ blankets off the form, which was
seated bolt upright, and cried in amazement:
"By Heaven! it is an Indian!"
The redskin was in a semi-stupor. He seemed not to
liave the power of movement, and his eyes were listless in
their expression.
Sule Ross forced into his lips a drink of liquor, then
placed him upon the bear-robe bed, enveloped him in hot
blankets, and was bustling about makil.lg coffee when
Buffalo Bill, looking more like a grizzly bear than a
human being, entered the cabin.
For a while it was a struggle for life, but at last the devoted care of the two men was successful, and the Indian
rallied, and once on the mend, began to rapidly improve.
The drinks, warmth of the room, and care of Buffalo
Bill and Sule Ross had saved him.
He gazed about him vacaIJ.tly at first, then seemed to
realize his position, and, seeing the scout, said in a husky
voice:
"Good white brother to Death Ha.n d."
, "....
The two white men gave a gland~' ar each otN~~= . . ·
Death Hand! one of the most powerful of the''m"Ountain chiefs, and the bitter foe of the whites, one who was
greatly feared along the whole border, especially at Yellow Dust City!
His eyes turning upon Sule Ross, he said :
"Two good white brothers.. Two time save Death
Hand from happy hunting gr01,111ds. Red man don't
forget friend or foe."
"You were in a bad way, chief, but you will be all right
after a night's rest. Don't fear trouble, for you are not to .
be disturbed by any one. We will have some supper
now."
The supper served the better to pull the chief together,
and Sule Ross gave him a pipe to smoke after it.
Then a bed was made for him in the back room, which
Ross used as a kitchen, and where there was a .good fire,
and he was soon fast asleep in the very heart of the settlement he had more than ,once raided with disastrous effect.
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" D b you think it can be the Chief Death Hand, Bill?"
asked Stile Ross, wllen the two - v\~ere seated, talking together and enjoying their pipes.
''Oh. yes, his \val" bonnet is that of a great chief, and
then I recognized him as soon as 1 got a good look at his
face, for that scar across his forehead my bullet gave him
a year ago in the· old stockade cabin fight. "
"\!Vhere did \'OU find him ?"
B u ffalo Bill told the ston-.
""vVdl, Pard Bill, 1 hardly know what to say about
\'Ou,1' said Sule Ross, as the two friends continued to sit
before the fire, listening to the hO\ding storm, and Duffalo Bill had jl)st told about hi s having come to Yell.ow
Dust .Cit\' to unearth a band of outlaws.
Buffalo Bill laug·hed, puffed slowly at his pipe, and
rhen replied :
"Sulc, you remember I tbld you. when I · brought that
outfit' i11; tliat I had a s<!cret to tell you? Well. I am going
to tell vo u now. "
·'I ail1, all e<trs."
.
"\Vho are the officers of the vigilantes of this place?"
"l3u11t1ower Sam is captain."
·'A g6od one, from what 1 have h1.:arcl of him.··
'"The colonel is next in rank; tl11en I come, an<l Waring
is fourth."
"A11 ablv officered command. I shonlcl sa\·, onlv YOllr
army ~xperienfr should have made yon leader."
· ·
·'I prefer the po:>ition I have, on acconnt of my business, ,
while the Shasta Sport can attend to the duties in the field,
having only his gambling to occupy his time."
' '1'he people do not ]mow just who are the vigilantes?"
"No, other than that we four, as officers, have had our
Sa\'."

I

·"You were the ones Who sentenced the Blue Belts to
ex!le ?" ·
/
"Yes; fo1~ they were a hard lot."
.. No.w, tell .what you know about the·. members of that
prospecting- trail which I led back here."
"Vc.ry little 1pore than that a party of some thirty went
ont, · got .- Jost , became scant of food, and were snowed
in, and ·but for you would all have died. "
" Do you know who they all were?"
1
' No; for thev have had little to sav about their venture.." · ·
" ··
·
'"I am here to know ·each one who was on ,that prospecting trail, Sulc.''
"I'll do what I can to help you."
"Now tell me, Sule, what about those Blue Belts vou
,,. drove out of the ~amps?"
·
· (·BilJ, do you know I have worried about them, for the
storms coming on so much1earlier this year must have got
them in. the mountains, and per haps they perished.
"I did not want that, of co1,1rse, and I have bcei1 inclil1ed
to . hire some men and send them out with supplies to
look then1 up, for the aim of the Secret Vigilantes was to
be just, not cruel."
"Well, Sule, you made a sad mistake in sending those
men off, as I will tell you,'' said Buffalo Bill, impressivelv,
and ·his look CU?d tone rnade Sule Ross feel uncomfortable.
.
. "Xou ,have seen .t hem1 Cody?" he asked.
"The;' left here fifteen strong. They now are but
seven ; eight are dead ."

15

"l\1,. God 1· Ho,¥ can that be ?"
•'•
"From cold, ~xposure and. wounds."
''Then th~y were in a fight!"
··
"No, they were traclrnd by a band of men, told treath- .
erously _that they had been found not g uilty, after all , and
could .return to Yellow Dust, and then they were made
pris_oners.''
·'But by whom ?"
''The p·arty of twenty~seven alleged prqspectors that left
Yellow Dust City."
'·Can it be possible?"
.
"They were followed by those men, as I have said, betrayed, and then did they suffer what few men could at\d
live to tell the story."
"What was done to them.?" ·
"The hand or foot of each one was cut off.''
·' Great Goel!" and Sule Ross sprang to his feet and. began to exci tedly pace the floor.
" "Buffalo Bill, did any other man than you tell me thi's
I would call him a most heartless liar. Can it be possible
that this monstrous . crime was done?"
"\Vorse still, Ross ."
"In the name of high Heaven, what could be worse?"
''They were robbed, left only with scant clothing and
food, <t'l.lcl told to go their way to certain death, but to
suffer the torture of the danmecl before thev died.
·· I tell you, Sule Ross, it was the most re,;olting crnelt\'
I every heard of, even among Indians, and when I found
those poor wretches and saw their sufferings, I took up
the gantlet for them, and I teil you now that I shall put '
them in the way of avenging their wrongs. Yes, and
shall aid them in the just work, for those who wronged
them shall suffer foll punishment 'for their awfol crime.
I swear it!
'.'I am their .ally, so is Surgeon Frank Powell. W c are
parcls in this campaign of vengeance."
·
." And I also am with you, Parcl Cody, and I swear tu
enter into the work with yqu, heart, _body and soul !" and
Sule Ross brought his fist down upcm the table with savage eari1estness,' fire flashing" from his eyes. ·
"And who wel'e the self~appolntetl executioner's, Ross?"
asked Buffalo Bill.
" They were the prospecting party.''
. "Sure." ·
"I can account · for eleven of them."
"Yes."
"Leaving sixteen .t o be ferreted out."
"VI/ e can and must :find those sixteen."
"Yes, .,\re must, but who was their leader?"·
"Those two prisoners to.I-cl me that Chin-Chiu Jim wa.s. '
"He was a dever fellow, deep as a well, sly as a fox
and a bad one."
''But he was not the leader. "
. "You kn.ow this?"
"I did not see their faces very well, for t11ey kept then1
muffled, even when eating their supper, but Chin-Chin
Jim had not the voice of the leader of the expedition."
''You ought to know; but could 11ot the Blue Belts help
you spot them by what they saw.?'.'
'";[heir torturers were all masked, you remember ."
"Yes, yes . They, therefore could be of fittle help; so
now . \ve must do it all here. I beheve we can spot each
one, Bill ; in fact, 1 know we can.''

-
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"It must be done quietly, not to let them thi1ik they are
·
suspected."
'~Yes, or they'll raise sheol in the camp to cover up
their devilment."
"vVe must spot them one by one.
"I will fix upon a man I suspect, let you know, and you
can verify as best you can if he is one of the gang."
·'I will do that. Vve must find them out, one bv one,
and when we know them I shall act. I shall give out that
I am here awaiting dispatches which General Easton is to
send back. That will account for my being here, and I
will remain here with you."
"All right. During the day many men come to my store,
about half the camps, on one errand or another, and you
·
can loaf in there and see them all.
"Then you can drop in at the Golden Arms and have a
look at the faces, and at night we will go to the Colonel's
Game, and there you will have the whole outfit."
"Very true."
"Now tell me if you knovv of a good surgeon in the
camps?"
"Old Rhubarb."
"Has he been away?"
"Not a .day."
"He is not the man, for those of the Blue Belts were
amputated by an expert."
"I know of no other."
"We'll find him, never fear.
"Now let us turn in, for I've done a good day's work."
1

CHAPTER XVI.
THE FATAL WAR-TRAIL.

j

The morning broke with the storm still raging, but Buffalo Bill was willing to rest indoors after his late adv11ntures and hardships.
His anxiety about Captain Adams and his soldiers was
considerable, and yet he felt that Lem Todd had been able
to guide the command to .the stockade cabin, and if so,
they were safe, though snow-bound, while the officer was
too thorough a soldier to risk leaving there without cause
for it.
At the fort he knew that the anxiety for the general and
all would be great, but the return of the captain would
allay those fears.
The Indian chief still felt what he had gone through
with the day before, for he made no effort to leave his
bed until Buffalo Bill called him to breakfast.
When he had smol\ed a while, Buffalo Bill asked the
chief how he felt.
The Death Hanel replied that he felt fairly well, and
could go away on his pony if the scout wished.
The scout said that he would see the Death Hand
well on his trail, that no paleface with a black i1eart
should kill him from behind a rock.
The chief seemed deeply moved and much pleased by
the scout's words, and was evidently pondering some momentous reply in his mind, for he said several times that
1
he would talk later.
Then Buffalo Bill went on to say that the palefaces
were bitter toward him, because he was their foe, and
some of them might try to show their anger; but he was

to remain in the cabin until he felt well, and then keep
close,.by him until he was ready to go.
There was no fear in the brave chief's face as he replied:
"Me stay with great white chief, but Death Hand· .no
·
afraid to die."
"I can well believe that; but. why was it the great chief
was alone and so far from his people?"
"Death Hand did not come alone."
"Are any of your young men about?"
'·All dead."
\
"Dead!"
"In snow."
"vVhere are they ?"
"Long way."
"How many of them?"
The chief held up both hands' three times.
'"Thirty I This is terrible," cried Buffalo Bill, and by
close questioning he got out of the chief that he had
started with thirty of his braves to see if he could not,
later, make a raid upon Yellow Dust City with a large
force.
They had been caught in the storm, had found what
shelter they could, but when it was over they were in a
terrible plight, frost-bitten and some of them dying.
Their provisions became scarce, and when the second storm came, his young men had died like wild flowers
under the chiliing winds.
In vain did he try to save them, for, strange to say~
he had not been frost-bitten, and. remained strong.
It showed him that the Great Spirit had frowned upon
his intended war upon the palefaces, by killing his young
men, and saving him to go back and tell his people.
'vVhen he was left alone he had killed the ponies that
remained, and driven, to save his own life, to leave his
young men, he had started, become bewildered, w~n
derecl about, and had the scout not found him he, too,
would have died.
Buffalo Bill listened to the plaintive story, and then
said:
"Your young men shall not remain to be food for the
coyotes. I will get volunteers to-night to go with me,
and to-morrow we will start for the place and bury the
braves where they fell."
The expression that came over the stern, stolid face of
the Indian chief at Buffalo Bill's promise to keep the
coyotes from feeding .upon his young men told plainly
that the inmost soul of the red man was touched.
He could appreciate fully that the man, for whose
scalp he had so longed, the great scout who had been
the dread of his bravest warriors, was his friend, if only
he allowed him to be.
He did not speak, he simply arose, took the· scout's
· ·
hand in both of his own, and pressed it hard.
Soon after he said 'that he would l{uide the scout to t!te
bodies, that they were about two hours' pony ride .from
Yellow, Dust City, showing that they had gotten dangerously near the camps in their scouting trail.
A good dinner and the fact that he no . longer felt
dread of Buffalo Bill, caused the chief to recuperate
rapidly, and looking out at the weather, he said, with the
·
air of · a weather prophet:
" Storm go soon;· bright up· there when dark comes."
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"You may,,. b~ well anxious, colonel, il) such we?ther
for any. one exposed to it."
"I am, I am. But, about that Indian?"
"Well?"
"What about his being the Chief Death Hand?"
"He is Death Hand."
"The boys ~ill wish to IWll him."
.
"If you have any influence with them . you had bi;st
advise them that they better not, that he is in the k~ep
ing of a _govemment officer, who is fully capable of takin'g
care of him."
"I will, I will. But, he is a bad one, very bad one, l\fr.
Cody."
·"I am not defending his morals, or his right to kill
palefaces; bu.t he is ·an Indian, one whom I found nea'rly
dead, and I br:ought him to Yellow Dus£"
"Better not take him into the Game, 'Mr. Cody."
"It is just where I shall take him, .for I intend to go
there to call for volunteers to go with me to bury his
dead braves.
''I am not trying to hide the Indjan, Colonel Camp,
from a lot of cowards who feared to fight him openly,
but now would be glad to kill him, that he is in their
power."
"You have got nerve, IVIr. Cody, and that wins. I am,
of · course, your backer in case of trouble, and so will
others be."
"Thanks. I hope that there will be no trouble, bttt if
it comes I will meet it as best I can," and, turning to
Death Hand, who had stood as motionless as a bronze
statue, Buffalo Bill spoke to him in his own tongue, and
the two started for the Colonel's Game saloon.
But, though his face was immovable, Death Hand had
understood enough of what was said to fully comprehend
his position, and the sco1;1t's.
0

·This showed .that his idea was that the stars would
be visibl~ , '.

"Yes, and it will be as cold as Greenland," said Sule
Ross, who added, quickly:
. "He~e ·comes a g·ang ,.o:ii tnen."
,
He opened the door for them and invited 'them in.
. There ',\'ere five of them, and had come for him to
open the store and sell them some buffalo robes and
blankets.
They eyed the Indian curiously, asked Buffalo Bill
what brought. him back, and followed Sule Ross into the
st9re to make their purcl)ases.
He let them out the store door, and returned in half
an hour, to report that the presence of Death Hand
wo\lld be all over the camps by night.
"They seem to think we are hiding him here, and
when I told them who he was, boldly said that they would
let the people knovv.
"I told them then that you intended to bring him up
to the colonel's at night, and ask for men to go with
you to-morrow to bury his dead braves."
"That was the very thing to tell them, Sule, and I will
take him up with me to-night."'
"I'll be there, and I hope there will flat be trouble."
"So do I," was the quiet reply, and then, glancing out
of the window, Buffalo Bill continued:
"The storm is over, Sule."
After a good supper the Indian chief expressed perfect
willingness to ~o with the scout, Sule Ross having
opened his store for sales, but promised to be on hand
at the Colonel's Game.
He gave Buffalo Bill a hint that men in the store
had talked angrily about Death Hand being in camp,
and the scout replied:
"I shall take the bull by the horns at the outset and
stimcl no nonsense, Sule."
"I knovv that, and i,t is best; but, look out 'for a felr
low known as Scalplock Sam, for he is a bad one, and
he has four equally as bad backers."
" I'll keep an eye on Scalplock, Sule," was the reply.
Soon after, with the Indian decorated in his war bonnet, Buffalo Bill started through the snow to the Goiden
Arms.
The colonel met him most cordially, asked why he had
not come to the Golden Arms as his guest, and then
listeped with intense surprise to his report of tpe attack
on the coach by Chin-Chin Jim and four comrades.
"We missed him, yet supposed he was snowed in at
some of the cabins. But you astound me, · Mr. Cody, at
what you tell me, for I dicj not regard him as a road
agent. The Secret Vigilantes must look sharp.
"Why, this will give Yellow Dust City a bad black
eye, to have a general of the army attacked, at1d with
his daughter, too. It is too bad, too bad., an<l it shall
be made known in the Game to-night."
•
. "Yes, it shoi.1ld be, for, as you say, the Secret Vigilantes
will · have to look sharp, for there are still a few bad
men left in Yellow Dust, after getting rid of the Blue
Belts."
"So there are, and, do you know, I am getting anxious
about those Biue Belts, in this awful weather, for we
di<l not wish to kill them, l\1r. Cody."

CHAPTER XVII.
AN

EXCITING SCENE.

Tlte storm being over, the colonel's saloon was pretty
weil crowded.
Men living at a distance had been storm-bound, and
were glad to get up to the stores to buy something, an,d
to the saloons to "take something." Gamblers were also
in full sway.
Buffalo Bill entered in his quiet way, the Indian following; and following the Indian came the colonel, ~v'i"
he was deteqnined to be on hand if w;mtcd.
Carl Waring was the.re, also, and Sule Ro'ss had gone
direct to the salo' n from his store, leaving his partner
in charge there.
There, too, was the Man-from-Shasta, engaged in a
game with several others for big stakes.
Soalplock Sam likewise was there, and looking his
best.
·
He had been making ugly remarks about the Indian
being in town, and what should be done with him.
His four comrade's were keeping close to him, too, as
though told to be on hand if wanted.
There were honest miners and bad ones, toughs and
still worse than toughs, all in the· saloon.
Fully three hundred men were gathered there, and . a
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loud hurh of voices was heard by the scoui before · M
reached the door.
As he entered the door -a voke said :
"Thar .he is now !"
A de:id silence followed.
"And ther In jun. is with him," added another, voice . .
Every "'Ye was tun1ed t1poh 8nfialo Bill first, then
upon the Indian.
. The s~oi1t paused to look around for a seat.
··"Here, Mr. Cody, joit1 me."
It was the colonel, and Buffalo Bill tl1rned and took
the seat at Colonel Camp's tab! · . ·
The . Indian also sat down, as Bnffalo Bill gave him
.
a ' chair.
Glancing- about, Buffalo Bill nodded to several familiar
faces, and the lb9k showed him ~ ul e Ross. \\Taring and
other s whom he felt belonged ·ro the best of the citizens.
Scalplock Sa111 arose and started tovvard the scout,
but Co'loncl Camp called out :
"Gentlemen. l have something to Sa) ."
All was attention . . Of cour:;c, ·he ·was going to explain
the presence of the Inclia:1 chief there.
"I am son}~ to say that the blow we vi sited upon the
Blue Belt:;, in driving the band from our midst, w«s not
enough to give others a warning: to keep them from
crime, for a monstrous wrong has been clone almost at
our very doors."
Every eye was upon the colonel. Be w ns alwhys glad
to make a speech, and ' lmprnved every opportunity to
do so.
"I wish to tell you that thi s gentleman. whom you 'all
know as Buffalo Bill. and \vhom vol! are aware is the
king of bordermen, mid who wa SO honored yesterday
by the present of a bag of gold, presented _by those whose
lives he had saved-this great scoul, I say, \Yho gave
that gold to those in need, arrived last nig ht in the driving blizzard, to report to m~· that five road agents from
this camp had held up Bob vYhilc 's stage to rob General
Easton and his beautiful daughter. "But, g entlemen, that dashing officer, Captain• Adams,
anxious for the safet y of his general. took the trail of the
coach, Buffalo Bill guiding, and arrived in time t0 kill
. three of the road robber-s ·and capture the other two.
:'.W:ho .. fo ur of th9se mel1 were, ~\fr. Cody does 1,1ot
know, but Hie leader was none other than Chin-Chin Jim ."
A roar of surprise . \Vent up at this, and a voice call.eel .
out .: _
"'Was he .. killed?"
'·He. was, and this great scout wa!l sent back to repo.rt
to me, as agent of the stage line, and to await 'here return
welcome
dispatches from the general, and gladly r
him into our midst. and ·we trust while he is here he will
be able to r~ort ho\v the citizens of. Yellow Dust deal
with road agents and outlaws, for the Secret Vigilantes .
must set to work to clear the atmosphere of crime 0'1ce
more.
"Gentleme1i, I thank you for your attention, and it will
be soon known who those other four road agents were .
for we can spot them."
Tl)is speech of the colonel's created the wildest excilei11ent. Men talked lot1d and wildly, and it could be
seen that many guesses were being ina<le as to who wer e
·
_. •
·
the· otner four inen. · · ·
0

we

Suddenly a voice cried for order.
was Scalplock Sam, and a silence 'at' oh<te followed,
for all saw that the man had ·'b!ood in his eve."
Scaiplock looked \vicked • . He had \\'Oi·ked himself ·up
to fever heat about the Indian chief being in Yellgw
Dust. He had ~tre1i;:;thened his intentions by several very
stiff drinks, and so was ready to mak, a greater narrie pr
.
. mar the one he>had. if that were .possible.
His eyes ·were upon Buffalo Bill, though he addressC'd
·
the assembla:\'c.
"Gents. J has a word to say," he farrly roared.
"Om with it. then. Sam," said the colonel, who · wa:;
b): courtesy master of cercfr1onies in the saloon.
"That gent yonder, whom we all know is the king
of scouts"-Scalplock did r;ot wish to belittle a man
he intcntlecl to masll-r-" nobody daring to dispute me
- I S<:y th~!t gent !ins ;t perfect rig-ht to protect stage
coaches . shoot road agents, and all that', but he h as 11,1
ri gfa ter in sult ther cirizf'ns of this camp tlier way h\'.
has.''
All eyes t<:rned upon Bnffaio LJill, who · asked quietly ,
withou t risi11g- from his sear :
.. [n what wa ·; ha\'e l in .ni ted the citizens of Yellow
· •
Dus't ?"
"You have brought inter om mid"'ta lnjun chief, the1
foe or !her homes and facsides of YC'llow Dust, ther
skulking red skin ther ha kilt our comrades, btirueci our
cabins . nm off our · stock. and--"
'"Without wishing to break irt upon your very eioquent
. pcech. ccalplock ..'am, I will admit all you say to save
argm'n ent; he is an Indian and fights in an Indian way.
He is here. I brought him here, and what are )'ou going
·
to do about it?"
For a moment .:)calplock \\·as staggered, but he rallied
quickly and tried:
·'That man has sca!ped hundreds of our people!"
It was an unfortunate remark, for pat came Bitffa!Q
Bill's r eply:
" And you, a white man, wear at your belt the scalplocks of the men vou claim to have killed. You also
·
appear to be in the scalping busines ." ·
A yell greeted thi s sally, and for an instant the tough
was taken aback .
.
· Hut he came to the attack again with:
"I am a whit e man, and as uch I objects · ter yo.u
bring-in' thet redskin inter this camp."
"I found him in almost a dying condition by the side of
the trait. He ·w as so far gol1e that he could not resist
me, as he otherwise would have done. I built a fire,
gave him some liquor, wrapped him up, and brought him
here. when Sule Ross and I again had a struggle to save
· " "'
·
his life.
"But, we did so, and I find that he is Death Hand, the
great chief of the mountain tribes.· He was out with a .
party of thirty braves on a scout, got caught in the b-1\z- _
.
zard, and every' one but himself t)erished.
''I came here to-night to ask for a dozc11 brave men
to go with me to bury those dead.
"Treat this chief right ; bury those .dead braves of his;
send him back to his people our friend, and yo u will have
.
saved many lives a year hern;e.
''That is my explanation, and I make it to the gentle- ,
·
·
· ··
men present."
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CHAPTER XVIII.
·T 0 0

QUICK

F O ·R HIM.

The men in the saloon had been watchful, yet quiet.
All knew that Buffalo Bill had right on his side.
But the troublesome element wanted excitement, so
they nagged Scalplock Sam on.
Encouraged by the whispers about him, he said :
"I don't want no trouble with a government officer,
though yer being Buffalo Bill has no terrors fer me; but
I tells yer now that I intends ter hang thet Injun this
night."
·
This was an avowed chailenge. How would Buffalo
Bill take it?
His reply was in the sam·e unmoved tones in which he
had before spoken :
''Here he is; come and take him; only don't forget
th::.t I shall try to protect him."
• "That means that it's between you and me."
"As you please."
"I'll clip ther Injun fust and then attend to you."
"As !'OU please."
Scalplock drew his revolver. ·
To the surprise of those about him, when Buffalo Bill
rose from his seat he already had his weapon in his hand.
As the scout rose D eath Hand did the same. Calm,
wholly unaffected by his surroundings, the Indian chief
faced his foe. He held no weapon, showed none.
The crowd could but admire his splendid nerve.
"Does you intend ter shoot me if I pulls trigger on
thet redskin?" demanded Scalplock.
. "No."
"I thought yer dasn't."
"I intend to kill you if you make a move to fire at him."
Scalplock was a little nonplused at this.
The scout had his revolver in better position to use it
quickly than had the camp terror.
So the rough said :
"Then it seems I must down you fust, ther redskin
afterwarp."
"As you please. It is a matter of indifference to
either the chief or myself which dies first."
The crowd laughed, and Scalplock was but the more
disconcerted.
The colonel, Sule Ross, and Carl vVaring were watching the situation with painful interest. The colonel was
fearful that the scout might be killed in his saloon, and
he dreaded the result. Yet he dared not interfere in the
quarrel where but two men faced each other. .,,
Carl vVaring was anxious to see Scalplock Sam killed
and he cherished the idea that the scout was the man t~
do it.
Sule Ross was more nervous than had he been in
Buffalo Bill's shoes. He loved the scout as a brother
and he knew that Scalplock was a very dangerous foe. '
Still, the storekeeper had confidence in Buffalo Bill's
ability to take care of himself. He knew by the calmness
of the scout that he was in a dangerous humor, though
he never would shoot to kill a man unless driven to it.
Th~ Shasta_ Sp<?rt, from his point of vantage, was
watchmg affairs hke a lvnx. He would be on hand
when ·needed, all who h.·new him were certain.

But he, too, would not interfere where it was man
against man.
"Does yer dare face me square, man ter man?"
"\Ve are facing each other now."
·
"AJlswer my question, for I don't want nobody innocent nurt."
.
"Oh, I won't hurt any one; I'll send my bullet right
·where I aim it."
·
"vVill yer face me at ther drop of a hat?"
"I see no reason to do so. I want no trouble. Y OIJ
say you will kill this chief and I say you will not. That
is all there is to it."
"Then I - - "
With the words Scalplock threw his revolver forward.
Some said his .aim was at the Indian; some said it
was at Buffalo Bill.
No one but himself really knew, except Buffalo Bill.
Quick as he was, and trying to catch the scout' off
his guard, the terror did not get his revolver to a level
before there came a report.
It was from the scout's revolver.
I had been aimed sure.
The bullet took ~he desperado between the eyes.
There was a wild war-whoop that nearly raised the
roof.
It brought every man to his feet.
. Bi1t, it was only Death Hand expressing his admirabon.
,
Instantly he relaxed into his former im~ovable calm.
Scalplock Sam / fell backward into· the ·arms of his
four comrades, rewarding one for his faithfulness by
sending a bullet into his heart, for the nervous deathclutch on the trigger fired the weapon as it fell from
his hand.
The c:ther three were horrified, but they dropped the
two bodies and turned to face the crowd, to take a hand
in the trouble to avenge their leader and comrade.
CHAPTER XIX.
A

STRANGE BURIAL.

The three companions of the ' dead desperado turned
to face Buffalo Bill, to see that he \Vas ready for them.
They saw, too, that the crowd, rejoicing in the death
of the terror, would stand no nonsense from them.
They could have counted their backers a moment before by dozens ; but now there had been a surprising
change, and not a half dozen nodded encouragement to
them.
"Come, no more of this.
"Put up your guns, or I'll take a hand I"
It was the Man-from-Shasta who spoke.
The toughs thought it best to obey, though one of
them remarked :
"He kilt our pard, sport, and poor Sam, in his deathagony, kilt his best friend."
"Say no more, or there'll be more sudden deaths in
the same outfit;" assumed Sunflower, and seeing that the
temper of the cxowd was dangerous the three began to
look after their dead comrades.
Buffalo , Bill had resumed his seat, the Indian chief
following his example.
Sule Ross had pressed forward and said:

,"\ ":
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to the cabin, leadi11g a pack horse with food, , kindling
wo.od, picks and shovels.
.
It \vas bitter cold but .tl~at, fl.iid , beath Rand rode to
"He did. Y°(jti were vc:ry .P.atie11f with him!'
the front as gt1ide, Buffalo Bil'! and the sport ridirtg ~ide
"There'll be rio 111ore trouble, I hop~."
bv side.
"Not a bit.''
· The ride was about two hoursi and the bodies were
Carl Waring came up and said:
"You deserve the name you bear as a dead shot; Mr. found, thirty in number, the coyotes just beginning to
gather for a feast, having lost too 1nuch ti111e, as is their
Cody. It was square between the eyes.
"'Two birds with one shot, say I, ·as Sa111 killed his custOm, whining over it, and so losing their meal.
A spot was selected, a large, round grave dug, . the
pard in falling. You ar€ the quickest hand I ever saw
with a weapoil, sir," added the colonel, while the Shasta bodies placed in it, in a sitti1:ig ,posture, facing each othet·.
Their weapons, and equipments taken from their dead
Sport came up and said:
"I wish to make your better acquaintarlce, sir, and to . ponies, \ ere placed in .the g rave with them, a fire was
say that you have done Yellow Dust City a great service, built in ·the center, to wa rm them on the trail to the
for that •man was one o.f the \vorst characters in the happy hunting grounds, Buffalo Bill arranging all :is
he knew was the Indian custom, for the chief would not
mines."
"I wouid rather have left him to the Secret Vigilantes, ask it.
That he appi·eciated it could be seen.
s'ir, to care for; but he was as determined to kill ' the
Then the grave was filled in, a11d sto11es were brought
chie_f here as I nm determined to ptot,tct him."
"You did right, sir, and there shall be no more trouble and piled in cave shape upon it.
,This done, dinner was eaten, and the trail taken back
about the Indian.
'
'~ut, what nerve· he displayed, for he must
ave to Yell ow Dust City.
Back to the cabin of Sule Ross went Buffalo Hill a11d
known the trouble was about him."
.. "He speaks English, sir," and he turned to Dea·th the chief, and when the storekeeper came in, later, to sup.
Hand, whose eyes were fix~d wistfully upon the scalps per, the scout said: .
"Well, Stile, I have spotted teh 6f the batid that fol·
of Scalplock Sam and his bomradej who were just then
.
being borne out of the ·cabin, passing \.\It thin a few feet of lowed the Blue Belts!"
him.
•
"By Jove, he's longing for their scalplocks !"
CHAPTER XX.
"! only wish he had them," laughed the colonel, who
SPOTTF.b .
oontimied:
"Sitnflower Sam, l\tlr. Cody, will go with you to bury
Before retiring that night o.f the return from the
tlwse braves, and will make up a party for you."
funeral , Buffalo Bill asked D eath !{and ho,w he felt abo~t
. ''I thank you, sir, exceedingly. It will have a good retur11i!ig to his people.
effect 011 the chief, and that means his people. al !',O."
He knew that the Indian was anxious to go, and, what
, '"It will, Indeed. How many will you wish?"
was mote, he intended to accompany him quite a dis"A dozen, for the chief ·a11d I will go, also. " ·
tance'l1pon his trail.
"I will have them ready at dawn, with a pack horse
The chief's face showed his pleasure at being lible to
carrying picks and shovels," was the sport's answer.
retur11. He was wholly well, and could go pack Md
This duty accomplished, and having sh_own his inten- ' show his people that he still lived. H e would have to
tion and abiilty · to protect the chief, Buffalo Bill tutned tell them how his braves had perished, but that would
to leave the saloon, calli'ng upon the crowd to drink at add new lustre to his fame, that he 'S hould escape.
his expense.
.
In truth, he had much, very much, to tell his pebj:ilc.
'l)e feeling was unanimous to do so.
He had met the man he had regarded as his \Vbt'st fol!.
The comrades of Scalplock Sam heard the invitation as and fo und him to be his · best friend . He had been
they reached the door , and returned with great alacrity treated as a bt'other by th e palefaces. All this he coi.1ltl
to also accept the scout's hospitality I
say_upon his return.
.
.
Having decided to start, Buffalo Bill said:
The~~ wished to show that they bad no "hard fe~lings"
"You see, Sule, I still believe that there ate rt1en here
to\vard a man who could use a revolver as did Buffalo
'-·
who mean mischief to the chief."
Bill, and had only done his duty.
"So do I."
.
''N0 liard feelings, pard," they said, as they .raised
"They wot1ld not do it openly, but they wo11ld kill him
their gi3.!.'~es , dashed off er1ot1gb for their two dead comraties, ;ss well as themselves, and then continued on in if they got a chance."
"I am sute of it."
their mournful duty of carrying the bodies to their cabi11.
"If he attempted to leave the camp ale.fie he wmlld
Stile Ross atcompanied ·B uffalo Bill and the chief from be shot; and 110 one would know who did the deed."
the saloon, and when they were safe in the cosy cabin
"That is so."
of the storekeeper, Death Hand turned 1 grasped the hand
"Now, I will go on with . him to where he strikes Up
of the scout, a11d said :
into the mountains) and he can get along all right from
"Heap quit'.k shoot! heap dead shoot t Great white there, while it will not be bad goitig for me to go where
chief mighty man-brother of Death Hand !"
my crippled crew are· encaflhped."
:Suffalo Bill and the chief were ready the next morn" I see."
ing when the Shasta Sport and a dozen followers rode up
"I will carry them sorn!'! .more supplies from your

"ln your usuai style, Cody."

"H~ brougi1t it upon himself, Sule."

,
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store, and I will . tell them that I h~ve discovered ten of
their ·1oes-in fad, can account for eleven, and know .
where tq put m.y hand upon ten more."
·'You are Slire of these ten men?"
"Yes, sure."
'·It was quick work."'
"I keep my eyes open, Sule, and have spotted these
men, beyond a doubt!''
"And I can spot the other six."
"You must do more, Sule."
··How?"
"You don't know the men I have spotted?"
·'No."
"Then spot the sixteen, so there can be no mistake."'
"Yes, in one way and another I can find them out,
ncvei: fear, each and all of them."
·
"Do so. Jot down their names and have them so you
can point them out to me at a moment's notice.
"You see I take more supplies to my crippled cre\v
now, because I <lo not wish to make another midwinter
trip up there. I desire to give them all they need, and
when the spring comes, and 1: am sure it will break early,
as it began so long ahead of time, I will go from the
fort with Surgeon Powell, catr,Y horses for the outfit,
at1d come here."
"To Yellow Dust?"
·'Yes."
'·You and Surgeon Powell?"
··An of us."
.. 1ot the crippled outfit, also?"
··Yes, all."
.
"Bill, you will -be taking big chances.
"I thi11k not. I shall arrive by night, come direct to
.vou here, keep the Blue Belts hidden , and you can show ·
the doctor and myself each man you have spotted."
·'I see.'"
·'I will compare notes, get the people together, and de11011nce the outrage, demanding the surrender of the
guilty, ot there will be quick work with revolvers, and
no one to surrender."
"Go ahead your own way, Cotly, for you don't often
"0 wrbng-.''
" "That is my present plan. Sule. I may change it aftetward. Now, I'll tell you what I want for the Blue Belts
and you cai1 fit the chief out with a couple of pack hotse~
and charge it to me."
·'The camps will pay for it, not you," was the reply,
and Sule Ross put down the list as Buffalo Bill called .
it off.
, ·He gave to the chief a rifle and pair of revolvers, .
clothes, blankets, and provisions in plenty to last him and
his family a long time, with pipes and tobacco a fine saddle and bridle for his own use, and all else 'that would
please the Indian's fancy.
,
The two pack horses were well laden, and a third ani~
ma! was given the chief, who was also to take his own
pony along.
Two horses were likewise well laden for Buffalo Bill
and it was decided to start just before dawn. so as to get
clear of the cabins before the men turned out.
A good _night's . rest and the start was made, the
weather _being terribly cold; but, wrapped up as they
were, neither the scout nor the Indian chief felt it.
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A farewell to Sule Ross, and they were off the snow
. singing ttnder the hoofs of their horses · and 'an ":l ellow:
Dust City asleep.
'
'

CHAPTER XXL
SUSPICIOUS

TRACKS.

Buffalo Bill led the ·way, leading his two pack horses.
. The Indian chief followed, with his two packs and pony
111 lead.
The Golden Arms was passed, tl:ie colonel's saloon, and
a large grnup of cabins. There were signs of life in but
few.
On they went, the cabins growing less frequent, until, ·
. after a couple of miles, the last one was left behind.
·
The trail was the same that Buffalo Bill had led the
band of twenty'-seven into Yellow Dust by.
The gray of dawn was upon them, however, before
they reached the last cabin, and Buffalo Bill's keen . gaze
was upon the trai 1.
He saw that it had been broken just beyond the last
cabin!
There were the tracks of horses, three in number, he
saw after inspection.
The scout at once said :
"This is suspicious, chief."
"Trail?"
"Y cs, new trail."
''Three pony; go onr trail; mean bad!"
"Yo:i are .reading v\·ell, chief: they do mean bad.
There is nothmg to call men on this trail out of Yellow
Dust City in this weather."
The chief nodded.
''These· tracks are only an hou r or so old.
" There are three horses, and Scalplock Sam had three
pards left. Th~y e~ide~tly saw Sule R:oss making up
1
the pacKS·
l_ast 111gl~t 111 his store, surmised that you were
to start this mornmg, conducted that you would ao before day, so went out to meet you."
"' ·
The chief again nodded.
·'A mile from· here ~>Ver. that ridge is the yery place for
an ambush. The trail wmds around a cedar thicket in
the edge of which is a group of bowlclers and there thev
are."
'
· •
. "Good place."
"Oh, yes, for them, and for us for we can strike
through this canyon, get in the rear' of the thicket 1 leave
our horses, and come t1p behind the three men."
"H eap so, Big Chief."
W!th this the scout turned off the trail leading over
the ndge, rode through a canyon that cut it in twain and ·
then towa,rd a pine thicket.
'
Here the horses were left, ·and on foot the scout and
the Indian went throug h the thicket until near its edge.
There were the bowlders. as Buffalo Bill had said
and a voice suddenly called out:
·
'
"Git out, Tom, and see if yer -see 'em comino- fer I'll
bet big money ther scout' is with ther red. "
"' '
" If he do be?"
"Pl~g hii:1, . t~o, for we kin git back afore Yellow
Dust is a sttrnn , and the coyotes will make short work
of ther bodies."
"
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The man Tom walked out to the edge of the pines
and called back :
"I don't see 'em yit."
"Hands up, there !"
There were yells of fright, shots, and, as Buffalo Bill
sprang dd'Wn from a rock, he confronted the man who
had gone into the. trail and who was too dazed to know
what to do.
"Surrender, or you go under!"
Up went his hands, and he cried:
"Don't shoot, pard, for we hain't road agents, but jist
hunters."
"Yes, hunting that Indian chief's life and mine. Come,
you have got to take the news back to Yellow Dust that
you made· a failure in your assassin act."
With this the scout disarmed the man and led him
into tqe thicket.
-The ''fellow turned more deathly pale and shuddered 'JS
he saw his two comrades. Both were dead; near them
stood the Indian chief.
His wistful gaze was upon their heads, and he was
raising their scalplocks, in his mind.
"Bring their horses here, chief," ordered the scout.
The three horses were brought from back in the thicket.
"Mount, sir!"
The man obeyed.
Instantly he was bound securely to his saddle, and
his hands tied behind his. back.
Buffalo Bill then drew off his heavy gloves, and, fishing a pencil and slip of paper out of his pocket, he wrote:
"To
' 'COLONEL CAMP,

"Golden Arms.
"I send you a prisoner and two dead men.
"They will be readily recognized as the pards of the
late Scalplock Sam.
"They discovered that I was to leave this morning with
the Indian, so went out ahead to ambush us, and I hcanl
from their own lips that they intended to kill us both.
".W e thwarted them.
"Sincerely yours,
"WILLIAM

F.

CODY,

"Buffalo Bill,
"Chief of Army Scouts."
This was pinned upon the breast of the prisoner; then
the bodies of the two dead men were strapped upon their
horses, the three animals were then tied together with
~ lariat, and, taken into the trail, were started back to
Yellow Dust.
They seemed anxious to get there, which was more
than the bound prisoner was, for he had dim forebodings
that the Secret Vigilantes might wish to interview him.
"Just a half hour's delay, chief; but we'll push along
rapidly now and warm up ourselves and our horses," said
Buffalo Bill, and, mounting, they set off at· a gallop, for
it was open traveling then for miles.
CHAPTER XXII.
QUICK

RETRIBUTION.

The man whose face was turned toward Yellow Dust
City, and who had not the power to check his horse, or

remove the placard Buffalo Bill had placed upon his
· ·
breast, was truly in a dangerous predicament.
If he happened to first meet a friend he might escape
dire vengeance; but the chances were that he would first
come upon those who were not his friends; he was pretty
sure to ride against a member of the Secret Vigilantes.
His two dead pards, strapped over their saddles, were
an appalling reminder of what might be in store foi:
him.
On he went. The first cabin was passed. At the next
some men gazed curiously at him, but he was undisturbed.
The horses kept direct on the trail, and the trail led
up to the center of the canJps.
Could he not halt them? Could he not turn them off
at the trail leading to his own cabin?
Had he done so he would have found cold comfort
there.
The body of Scalplock Sam and that of his dead comrade were there, and no watcher stood guard over the
dead, for the three had gone to kill the Indian chief.
Nearing the turn-off the bound rider tried by word
and movement to induce the horses to go that way.
As it was their home, they might ha{•e done so, but
a group of miners came along the trail going to their
work. They struck into the main trail before the three
horses reached the one their rider wished them to take.
With amazement they gazed upon the coming horses,
tried to head them off, .and, in doing so, started them
into a run.
The scared animals dashed by them and kept straight
on up to the center of the camps.
The miners followed on the run. Others came out of
their cabins and joined in the chase.
At last, the horses halted at the cabin of Sule Ross.
He caught them, glanced at the placard, and sai.d :
" Biter bitten, eh? I'll take you to the colonel."
He led the strang-e outfit to the Golden Arms, and
the trail was now full of miners who had followed the
grim cavalcade.
"Ho, Ross, what have you there?"
It was the Sport from Shasta who asked the question,
and being up so early, it appeared as though he had not
been to bed.
"This man has a letter for Colonel Camp," answered
Sule Ross.
"It doubtless contains interesting news. I'll join you,"
the sport announced.
The colonel came out of the Golden Arms as the storekeeper arrived, leading the horses.
"A letter for you, colonel."
·
"Where is it, Ross?"
"That r.ian has it."
"Give it to me, my man-why, bless my soul, he is
!Sound, and-why, those men are dead."
"Yes, the horses brought them to my cabin, and I saw
that the letter was to you, so led them over."
"It is one of Scalplock Sam's men!"
"The whole three are. I guess the. quintette has but
one representative now, colonel."
The colonel pulled the paper from the breast of the
man , who was as pale as a corpse.
He . read it, then said:

i
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"Listen to -this, iny frie11ds ." · .
Over a: .ht\ndtecl men were about the tavern~ail impatient to know the meariing of what they saw before
them, to know what story that paper told.
In a loud, di sti nct voice the colonel read the lin es
written to him by Bu ffalo Bill. and a lo ud_ murmur ran
t hroug·h the crbwd.
·
·
"This is a case fo r the Secret \'igilantes, colonel. "
··J think so. Sam. "
" No need
a tria l. .,
'' l\one."
. ' 'Btrffal o Bill's letter condemns him and sentences him ."
"CertainlY . ··
·" Let us f1an g him then," and the S hasta Sport spoke
in a matte r-of-fact way that was terrible to the poor
wretch .
"I hardly thi nk B uffalo Bill could have wished his ktter thu s construed," said Sule R oss.
" H e t ell s the stor y of th is man's g uilt."
'"Y cry true, but did not suggest hanging him. "
·':.Jot ·being here himself, hi s letter stands as a witness against thi s intend ed mmclerer, and 1 say hang him ."
"He certainly is g uilty,' ' assumed the colonel.
"I do not deny that, but he is the last o f his gang, and
so let him go at that," nrged S ulc R oss.
":\kn. do you not say this man should hang . that
Yell ow Dust itY woul d be the better off fo r it, and it
ser ve as an examp le and warning that we will not tolera te
la wlessness a nd n1u rder her e?"
Sunflower ·am thu s appealed to the crowd.
There answered him a roa r of affirmatives .
"What if he had killed t hat Indian chief? Why, we
would have had in the sprin g thousand s of warriors her e ·
io avenge hin1.
" W hat if he had kill ed Buffa lo Bi ll , the g reat arm y
scout ? W hy, we . \Y ou Id have . a military post pl anted
1ig·ht here !
·'.\ Len, thi man must hang !''
T hi s seenied the opinion of all. and the words of the .
Shas ta Sport raised yells at once to hang him .
:·Hang . him !''
"He des~ r ves . it!' '
• "'It will be a good exam ple ...
-'·Buffalo Bill treated hini whi te last nig ht, and then that
fellow wanted to kill him."
The3e wer e -the cries, and there was no t a dissenting
voice now, save the' victim's.
~Ie. cr.i~d loud,ly fo r. mercy. and begged for his li fe ,
-~nly fo r a few clays. _
.
,
The crowd was dea f to entreaty, · and, thoroug hly infm iatec\ now, they d ragged him from hi s horse. and ten
1ninutes afte r he was sw in g ing in m idair, having been
d rawn up by many will ing h ands over the limb of a
tree that had served tim e and ag ain befor · fo r a g allows.
and Jiad the \J ames of the hang-cc! ones cut into the bark
of the trunk.
The Stalplock Sam garig ha d been wi ped out!
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B u ffalo Bill rode on rap idly after leav ing- the scene
,.,f l he am bush.

2J

H is face was stern set, his eyes burning,' for t he-scenes
he had been forced into du ring the past iwelve hours cut
him to the quick. It was a terrible thing to take human
life, even in .self-defense. ·
After a brisk canter of several miles over the plain, ·
w hich the winds had swept of the snow , he drew rein and·
went at a low pace.
I-Ic did not ca re to overtax the ho rses . H e knew that
it was a good two days' r ide to th e l11clian :village, and
ccjually that far to the camp of bis Crippled''· Crew.
H e had in his mind a place where he could camp for
the ni g ht, where man and beast could find fairl y good
shelter fr-0111 the cold.
·
·
Then he and the chief would go separate ways, and '
each would strive to reach his destination befo re another
nig ht.
,
·
In spite of his confidence in the Indian. he did nbt-care
to let him know just where he was going.
By the trail he was then following he coul d, by a
wide tlank movemi;:n t, go to the fort; and so he let the
chief believe that he was going there, but to pick up
some of his scouts on the \vay.
.
It would not ·do to let the Indian know that t here was
a band o f cr ippled palefaces not seventy-five miles from
their villag e.
·
Though the chief mig ht be quare. ther e were yo11ng
btic'ks in his t ribe who would very quickly go hunting
fo r the scalps of the crippled men, in spite of t he sevete
winter .
. ·
As they rode together that clay the scout did all i;1 hi s
power to let the chief kn_o,,· th <;lt the palefaces w~:e as
num erous as the leaves of the trees, that their villages
were scattered over t hoi.1sands of miles, and that it would ·
be best fo r him and hi s people to bury t l1e hatchet and
live iii peace with them .
Pi.cl they not c\o so _it would -be a contin ual war fare,
and many of his braves would be killed, bis villag es clestroyGd 1 and t hey. .;,·oulcl be driven furth er and furtJ:g:r
fro1h their hunti11g g rbuncls.
' ·
The chief li stened as one who rcafi zed that the scout
told the truth ai}d spoke fo r his good.
At last he ·said-:
..
".Me thi}ik heap, talk litt le. Me no fo rget. Great
\Vhite Chief talk s with sfr wig ht tongue. D eath Hand
his brother, -and h e brother of Death Hand ."
· T he scout .w as pleased with th! , rl'lttch concession: fronr .
the powerful leacl<:r o f a big t;ribc, . It. meant a g reat -deal.
The ride all .day was a bi tter cold o ne. and both horse~ :
;md ri ders felt it: but toward sunset t he scout turn ed i'nt-0
0ne of those sheltered , .cedar-dad va lleys , so frequenfly
found in the wilcl1' ,of th e W est, as thoug h Nature had
placed them there fo r sufferin g humanity.
T het'e was a sfrearn th ere, thGt1g h it \vas frozen solid,
and a sheltered camping-pla ce 'for men and horse among
some bowlders.
'
·
The pack saclcl les, rubber blankets. and so1
i1e C(idar .
hon glL Buffalo Bill cut ma de a retreat for the two men,
;ind pine shaw was piled up among th e rocks fo r the
horses. which were also secureh · bl anketed .
A )~ rgc fi re was built: the ' s~out was the cook. a11 d,
having killed a fine deer befor e campin g, he had a sup11er
t hat \\·a m ost acceptable; after the lot1g, ha'rd ride
o,;er
fifty miles.
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Smoking · their pipes after supper, the two comrades,
so strangely brought together, wrapped themselves in
their blankets, and were soon fast asleep.
The sun was rising when they awoke, and a good
breakfast followed, with another good feed of grain
for the horses.
Then it was mount and away, and after several miles
the scout halted.
Pointing down the valley, he said:
"I go this way, chid. You keep this mountain trail
to your vi_llage."
"Me know."
/
"You will get there by night, I guess, and your people
will be glad to see you."
"Heap glad."
"You can tell them that the palefaces are their friends,
if 'they will let them be, and to think of them so, and
not let a few bad white men turn them against us.
''We have been foes, chief, for I have followed your
trail, and you have followed mine; but we are friends
now, brothers. Good-by!"
The bronze-like face of the Indian became mobile;
its hardness softened ; its stern features revealed the
heart away back under the broad breast, and, grasping the ha~d of Buffalo Bill, as though unable to utter
a word, he rode away in silence.
For some time the scout watched him, vet he never
looked back, but steadily plodded on his trail, leading
his t\¥0 pack horses and the pony after him in single
file.

to feel that in half an hour he would reach the camp
of the maimed men~
Soon after the canyon came into view, and there, curling up along the side of the cliff, he saw the smoke from
the cabin.
The Crippled Crew were yet alive; and more, they were
cooking their supper, for the odors of broiling bacon
came to him on the wind blowing down the deep mountain rift.
Next the cabin came in sight, and he saw a man, with
one wooden leg, swinging an ax in a very good way for
one who had been so maimed onlv a few weeks before.
"Ho, Captain Boyd, that is doing well for a cripple !"
I The woodcutter dropped his ax, hopped to a tree,
where leaned his rifle, and turned quickly.
"Why, Mr. Cody! You startled me, I can tell you.
"Ho, men, Buffalo Bill is here !"
,
His voice rang out, and the men hastened out of the
cabin.
They came with a cheer, too, a:nd crowded around the
scout . greeting him as their preserver and best friend.
"I brought you some more supplies, sooner than I expected, and as I came along I killed two deer. How are
you all?"
''All alive, sir, and doing splendidly. Those who lost
a foot are using home-made wooden legs, and those who
lost a hand are doing the hunting and moving about work.
for the outfit.
"But Surgeon Powell is not with you, sir?"
"No, I left him at the fort, and guided General Easton
over to Yell ow Dust City, so I came from there."
"Any news there, Mr. Cody?"
..
"Yes,
Boyd,
considerable.
vVe
will
talk
it
over
toCHAPTER XXIV.
night, for there are men there who are most anxious as
THE ARRIVAL.
to your fate."
"You d.id not tell them, sir?" asked Bert Boyd, with
Buffalo Bill watched the Chief Death Hand until he
a tone and look of anxiety.
was out of sight, and then mused :
':.Not a word. They think you all must have per·isl}ed
"Well, he has ·been an uncompromising foe of the
whites, but has always fought us hard and asked nb · in t11e storms. ·
mercy, shown none.
"Yoti ·see, as a band, they thought it would be well to.
"But now he has seen that the whites are his · friends, hit. the Blue Belts· first and hard, and so you were the
if he· will allow them to be, · and after · his treatment in sufferers.
•
Yellow Dust City, he will change his views.
·
"But ' they did not accomplish all they expected, as
"I am hoping for this to lay the foundation of peace other lawless acts have followed."
with · the mountain tribes, and if it does not I will · be
"Yes, they did not get the right ones," said Boyd, bitgreatly mistaken and disappointed as well. ·
terly.
"Now to push on to the camp of my Crippled Crew,
"Not altogether. There are a few of the lawless ele~
for I do not. care to be caught out to-night without shelment still left in Yellow Dust City as I can vouch for,
ter. ·
·
"Come, horses, it is a hard ride, but good · quarters th,ough there has been another thinning out, let ·me tell
you, of ·five in one lot, then five in another."
· ·
and a long rest when you get there." · .r
. ·· · .
,"Who·
were
they,
sir?"
·
So saying, the scout pressed on .his way, at a pace he
"The first five were Chin-Chin Jim and four men, three
knew the i1ors.es could. hold.
-·
· · ·• of
whom were killed and two are prisoners at the fort."
He had never been over that part of the· country be"They are guilty, as I know."
fore, but his great experience prevented him from · feel"Then Scalplock Sam and his four comrades · came
ing any uneasiness as to his ability to find his way.
His horses were beginning to feel the strain, for he next."
"Good ! They were a. hard quintette and richly dedid' not halt at noon·, fearing the cold would stiffen the
animals, when he came upon a: landmark he knew. •
. served hanging."
It was the spot where ~e came upon the trail of the
"I will tell you ~bout it to-night, for now I wish to
crippled fugitives.
look after my well-nigh used up horses, and get these
The sun was then nearing the horizon, and the wind supplies indoors, . for it seems I have . bnmght a storm
was rising, betokening another storm, so -he was glad with :me," and Buffalo Bill pointed to the darkening skies.
/
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CHAPTER XXV.
ACCOUNTED FOR.

I

_. Seated in the comfortable cabin of ·the Crippled Crew,
smoking his pipe after a very hearty supper, Buffalo Bill
listened to the howling winds and driving sleet without,
and congratulated himself upon having reached such
good quarters a~1ead of the storm.
He also wondered if the Indian chief had reached
his village ahead of the storrri, though he felt no anxiety
regarding him, as he knew it would not be severe enough
to check him on the way when he was so near his people.
The Crippled Crew were as pleased as a lot of schoolboys at the arrival of the scout, and listened to his story
of his adventures since he left with the greatest of interest.
"There is one consolation, at least, for us, Mr. Cody."
"What is it, Bovd ?"
"Why, if it had not been for our misfortunes, you
would not have found General Easton and his party, and
consequently they would have perished in that blizzard.''
''That is true, and a cheerful way of looking at it, too.
"But now Jet me tell you of .the happenings at Yellow
Dust City and give you all another grain of comfort, too,
for had it not been for your exile and sufferings I would
not have found Death Hand, the Indian chief, d.ving in
the snow,'saved his life, and, I hope, laid the foundation
thereby for a peace between bis tribe and the whites.
"He came with me part of the way upon my journey
1-:re, and return s to his people with a strange story to
tell of the palefaces who were. his foes."
"I hope. sir, he does not know· we are here."
"No, indeed!"
· "You see, we have suffered so much and are not yet
accustomed to being crippled, so it makes us timid,"
Boyd explained.
·
"I do not wonder at it in the least."
Then Buffalo Bill went over all the happenings at Y ellow Dust City, the men all most attentive, and now
and then making conun·ents and asking questions.
''Do you go back to Yeil~w Dust City from here, sir!"
asked Boyd, after a significant glance around at his
comrades.
"No, I shall go to the fort from here."
"And when will you return here, sir?"
"I will leave when the weather permits, remain at .the
fort until I can get a chance to return here between
st,0-rms, and Surgeon Powell will accompany me.
"We >vill also bring horses needed, and come prepared
to take you away, for I do not think, now you are all improving so rapidly, there is any need of your remaining
here all the winter.
"The fact is, I will need you, Boyd, and I feel that I
can guide you away between the storms.''
"\rVhere do you wish us to go, sir?"
"To Yellow Dust City.''
The Crippled Crew looked at each other in a strange
way, and then Boyd asked:
.
''\Ve will be under your protection, sir?"
"Yes, and Surgeon Powell's."
·
_''\Ve -.,,viii go, sir."
"YOU will also be under the protection of ;itorcl<ceper
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Sule Ross, Colonel Camp, and others whom you can trust
wholly.
"In fact, the lawlessness that has disgraced Yellow
Dust City for so long I am determined shall cease-, ,and
there will soon be a wipe-out there of the evil element
that will long be remembered, and more, it will. be a
warning to other law breakers to keep under cover or
leave."
"You have made some important discoveries, then, Mr.
Cody?"
"Yes ; I have fourfti out that a band is there in comparison to which yours was nothing in the desperado
line.
·
" I knew that the twenty-seven. who .pursued you to·
your cruel fate were banded together secrerty, and have
done untold mischief.
"Whether there are more belonging to that outfit I
have not yet discovered, but there is one who is doing
detective work for me there, and he will find out. He
will spot every law breaker in Y ~llow Dust."
"Do you mind saying who he is, sir?"
"It is Sule Ross."
"The very man for the work, sir.''
"You see, I can now account for two-thirds of your
torturers."
"Indeed, sir? You certainly have been doing good
work, sir." ,
"I have had good help, and circumstances have aided
n1e."
"Was not Scalplock Sam and his gang a part of the
band who pursued 11-s ?"
"They were not. Scalplock Sam had only his four
followers, and they acted separately from all others."
"I did not ~now this for certain, but suspected it; still,
we had an idea that Scalplock was the leader of the
twenty-seven."
"He was not. It was told me by the two prisoners who
have gone with Captain Adams to the fort, that ChinChin Jim was the leader."
"No! no! that can't be so.''
"I know that, for he was an entirely different style of
man; but I wil} ferret him out all right, that leader.''
"I hope so, sir."
,
_
"Of the tweat){-seven, I can account for Chin-Chin
Jim and his four, for the)' wer~ along, and the two who
died on the trail returning to Gold Dtist."
"Seven."
"Yes, and two men died after reaching Gold Dust,
and two Jost a limb each.''
"Eleven. The two last got some of the medicine they. .
gave us "
.
· ·
"Yes, so are exempt from punishment, in my opinion."
"All goes as you wish, sir."
"That left sixteen, and out of that number r can
positively spot eight."
"Good I"
"And the remaining eight Sule Ross will discover, as
also any other black sheep deserving of a rope cravat, by
the time we reach Yellow Dust."
" \Ve are subject to your orders, Mr. Cody.
"But now, sir, 1 wish to tell you the -secret I hinted •at,.
when you were here before."
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CHAPTER XXVI.
THE

CRIPPLED

CREW'S

SECRET.

·"I saw nothing of you as a band in Yellow Dust City
hut Suie' Ross did, and I have great faith in him_" ·
'"What does he say, sir?"
"That you were card ,sharps, held dangerous sway
but were not, in his opinion, as bad as som~ believed."
"I thank him for t hat much, a"t least, sir .
"B ut \ve deceived even him, as we have done all others
Now, to ask you a question, Mr. Cody. Do yo u r:eca\ .
the great Phcenix Bank robbery of several yea:rs ago?
"Yes, I have heard of it."
"The robbers got away with a very large sum in bank
11otes."
'
''Yes, and killed the cashier. did they nqt ?"
"Yes, sir, and the watchman_. as well as a policeman
and detective who tried to capture them. Yet the robbers o-ot away, and al~ trace of them \\·as lost."
· "There were five, if I remember rightly."
· '·Y cs; five of the1n, and the bank, the city. the police,
and the detective force all offered rewards for the capture
of those men-in a ll a sum amounting to fifty thousand
dollars. A fund was also raised to defray the expcrises
of . any detectives w ho would_ ~ack them . ~ow1;.
'.
· · "IVwas accepted by th e c111e1 of a detective .oureatt 111
Texas, and he set to work to ferret out the trail of those
robbers and murderers.
"\Vhile ,doing so he discovered ai~other trail of cr_1me,
namely~that there wq.s a·-. large band of c-0unterfe1ters
at work. and their fraudulent money was so well made.
· s~ skillfully put upon the _.;public, that it was doi-ng the
goyernn~ ent a great deal _o_t harm.
•
_., : . ____.
. "\.Yliere these counterte1ters were was the question
none' co11ld solve· bi.it this chief of whom I spoke· felt that
he had a clew c~nnecting the Phcenix Batrk ro\:ib~rs a1~_d
murderers with these verv counterfeiters . He. 111 fact.
struck a: doublC traif, and- determined to folfow it to the
en cl.
"At la~t :the trail grew wanner. and:· confide1i( that
he was rio-ht
on
the.; sce11t .. he got
his· best men togethc:r
e. .
.
.
and led them upon 1t.
"Mr. Cody, -this chief discovered that. the _men he.
·songht, robbers'. .mnrderers. and counterfe1ter-s ·were ot~t
'iu the · minjn~ c.oun,t ry: He knew that th~ _coun:erf~~t
money was d1stn~nted from Yellow Dust. mm ~ng camps.
·<mcl 'w as made there:· So he went there \\"Ith h1s men apd
turned miners .
"'Tam that cl::ie£ detective. and m~- cr'i ppled pards there
·
·are ·all that remai11 of our band of fifteen ferrets."

What it could be that Bert Boyd was so, anxious to
make known to him Buffalo Bill could not guess.
He saw that the leader and his men certainly )1ad
.-something which they deemed of great importance to
communicate.
· "See here, Boyd, let me sa)' this to you, that if you
are going to tell me anything to incriminat_e yourselves,
-<lon"t do so. You have suffered ft10st terribly, be your
crimes what they may, and . that, in my mind . aloncs for
what vou have done.
, .. "Others will doubtless ·think as 1 do, and all l expect
~of you is to go you r way in fotur~ on_ a different ~:ail
from the one you set out to follow . in Yellow Dust C1~y.
- "For this reason· I ta·ke you back . to Yellow Dust, 111 stead of to the fort, where I fear a certain influence
.m ight be brought to bear to try you, with~mt taking
into consideration what you have already suffered.
,;Don't tell me, therefore. anything to mitigate against
yourselves ."
,
The men looked at each other and smiled, when Bert
Boyd replied :
"You don't m1nd if we say a word in our favor. !\.Ir.
Cody, that 111ay make you think less hard of us?"
"No, indeed !"
.
"Then, sir, I wish to tell you that WC have been playmg
an uriaerhand game · in Yell ow Dust."
,
· ''I have heard of ytmr being card sharps and worse.··
''It ts not that. .\Ve are, in a measure; card sharps, for
each one of us was a skilled hand with the pasteboards:
but; sir, we were not professionals-we never c~eated a
man at a game in ottr li,ves, or, if one ?f us dtd . so, I
have yet to know of it."
.
· ·.
. .
Buffalo Hill looked surpnsed, but said nothmg, .and
Hovel ·continued : ·
·
··
·.
,-'You see; ·we ·appeared what W('! were not. "\Ve went
'fo Yelfo\v Dtist and invested in a mine. 'vVe looked for
little profit from it~· and yet we str~1_ck ~t ~· riCh." ·
··P
· ·
· , "Tndeed? Rich in what respect?'. ' · · ·.
· _ .
-''Why. finding the 'mfoe was paying ,.Veil, we hid . om
we
dug it, except what~ we sent East, and wh;:it
-iold
~
. a:s
.
.
' "·e lived on~ - ·
· ·
·
."Tl~is ot~tpiit w~. clid no~ kt. the men. of Yellow Dust
··know about. · Vve went ¥out lrfe there in our own way.
'did iio( min<Tle
much individually
·,vith the people, but
I:>
.
were always around.
"We .played carcfs. f_or a purpose, yet ~vere almost in CHAPTER :\XVII.
·\ra.riabfy successfol. .
.
. .
. ·"We kept together because we chd not care for trou~le,
-THE STORY TOLD.
and so were too strong for any few desperadoes to pick
To ,~a1· that Buffalo Bill \1·as surprised woi.1_ld be .to
a quarrel with , or jump upon, except in · several cases.
put !t ;11!Jdly. That these fcrr.ets ~l ad outgencra_le~_l11111
an.cl then we came out on top."
·. '
-'"I have · heard - that your band was thorough ly or- as well . as. all . of th.c dwell ers 111 ) · ellow Dust City, was
ganized, and more-that you were a very dangerous )ot. ., ·· ~i111ply ama7,:ilfg, · Not · a hint had been ncard from any one that they
. Boyq smil ed and replied :
.
were other than they professed to b~i11iners of the
· 1 "Far more dangerou~ , · sir, · than any man m Yellow
IJ)ust City for· a moment fo1aginecl."
rather roug h am) tough · ord~r. .
.
•
1hey had gone to the mmes to ~v 111 .t_ht:_ oolcl,, gmr;e
"They. se@med to have sized you up very well, Boyd."
t
"No, sir, not in the slightest degree. vVhy; Mr. Cody, they "·ere J;llayiQg, and so wel l had they c;arned out tl;_e1r
)yith .;;i.11 your cleverness, you do not know us as "·e really diso·uise that thev had actually been dnven out of Lfie
can~ps as desperadoes : as men · too lawless in. their ",acts
are:''
Buffalo Bill shook his he'a<l -doubtfully, as he· returned; to be toierated even there.
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Seeing that Buffalo Bill was wholly astonished, ~oyd your pard, Sule Ross will have all known by the time
you return ?"
.
went on:
'·He certainly will."
"You see, Mr. Cody, we did not intend to be trapped
"That is all we ask. We each have a wrong to avenge,
in any way. \Ve brought no sign or badge, paper, or
anything to vouch for us; but you may have heard of and we will avenge it, through your kind aid. We will
gladly return with you to Yellow Dust City. In two
Boyd Burton."
' ''Yes, I have, for I knew of him through an army weeks more we will be well able to stand the ride."
"I am glad to hear you say this. I will go to the fort
fficer who got him to do some important detective work
as soon as the weather permits, and then get Surgeon
\_
for him several years ago."
"Well, I am Boyd Burton, an<l I simply transferred Frank Powell. With him I will return here between the
storms, and then again, taking advantage of the weather,
my name into Burt Boyd."
_
we all will go to Yellow Dust City.
"I see."
"I have already told Sule Ross that we would arrive
"We were not idle while in Yellow Dust City, for we ·
by night and go direct to his cabin, where you all can ·
discovered just who the counterfeiters are."
hide until I spring the trap which I shall set for the
"That is good."
"And more; they are the very men we wanted to fincl remainder of the twenty-seven. Then the people of Yelas the robbers and murderers in the Phcenix Bank affair." low Dust shall know the whole truth about this persecution of you and your men, and be informed of your true
"Better still !"
"Now, there is one thing I suspect-that some one character."
Such was the plan adopted, and talking it all over with
of the gang recognized me, or, perhaps, one of my men,
as being a detective, and for this reason we were spotted, the Crippled Crew, eac~1 one approved it heartily•.
and the charge put against us that we were desperadoes ~
and lawless."
CHAPTER XXVIII.
"That may have been."
READY TO SPRING THE TRAP.
"It must have been, for you know we were accused
of secret murder, of cheating at cards, of robbing the
Buffalo Bill remained three days · in the camp of the
cabins ' of miners while they were away, and of holding
detectives; the storm lasted for that time.
maimed
home
going
be
up men who had money, when they would
started for the fort, having with him a pad:
he
Then
at night."
for delays or accidents by the way.
provide
to
horse
"Yes, I heard allthat."
noon he reached the fort.
at
day
third
The
"Now, of not one of those things has a single man
his coming, and he had a recepreported
sentinel
The
f my band been guilty, and I am very sure that I have
feel proud.
well
might
he
which
of
tion
1ot."
his men had reached the
and
Adams
Charlie
Captain
"You should know, and the purpose of this was what
as Buffalo Bill supstorm,
driving
the
in
stockade
cabin
do you think ?"
there for man
shelter
found
had
They
would.
they
posed
"Why, to get us all hanged; that was their object; to
ended, then
blizzard
the
until
remained
had
beast,
and
wipe us out and so be rid of any danger that our presence
had been
Bill
Buffalo
where
fort,
the
to
n
o.
gone
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they
in Yellow Dust City. might imply for them."
coach.
the
of
saving
the
for
praise
full
given
"You must be right, Boyd."
Colonel Lennox greeted him most cordially, and feel"Well, as they did not get us hanged, and the Secret
igilantes simply exiled us, drove us out of the camps, ing that he could then tell the secret he had kept to himself, he made known to his commander all about his
it did not suit those who sought our destructisn."
who they
"I think I begin to see matters as they really arc, Crippled Crew in the Death Valley Mountains,
mission.
their
been
had
what
just
and
were,
Captain Boyd."
Tlte colonel was astonished at what he heard, but said
"I hope so. We know, now, who they really are., and he woulJ leave it all to his chief of scouts to carry out
e are convinced that those who drove us out did not in his owu wav; vet advised that it would be well to
ntend we should escape thus. They followed us, and, as send Captain A·da111s and his troop to Yellow Dus~.
·ou have seen, their intention was to destroy us."
"If it can be arranged, sir, so that he reaches there
"It was, indeed."
ibout the time we do it would be a great help to us,"
"Exiled, if we really were detectives, we could return was Buffalo Bill's opinion on that point.
and lay hands upon the men we had spotted. To render
"Well, you can arrange that with Captain Adams, for
this impossible, we were maimed and turned loose to die, I believe you would prefer him to go."
to starve, to freeze.
"Ah, yes, sir; for he understands just what to do in
"You saved us, qr, at least, the remnant of our force the right moment and does it."
which you now see before you, eriough of us yet to crush
''Then you see him," said Colonel Lennox.
our foes, as I pray we m•ay.
That night Buffalo Bill had a long talk with SurgeG>n
"\Vhen we were driven out, Sunflower Sam, the Shasta Powell, and that officer was also greatly surprised at
Sport, generously bought our mine, paying us a large what the scout had to tell him.
"Of course, I am with you, Bill," he said, "with yoi.y
sum for it. Of course, we feel kindly toward him .; but,
all he paid to us we wete robbed of, for you know our if it leads to death!"
torturers robbed us of everything."
The next day it was a tall< with Captain Charlie
"Yes, I know." ,
Adams, and he being also let into the secret, said:
"I shall take forty men with me, at least, Cody, and
"And you say you know all of the twenty-seven, or
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They had gotten through there by hard riding, and 1
the same \\·ay Dob White. h~d returned. accompanied b)
several men whose terms of enlistment had expired.
As the driver had himsdf gone. it was thought at Y el
low Dust City that he was carrying the general's di
patche that Buffalo Bill had intended to take.
Upon the return from the fort Bob vVhite and the me
with him had been held up by several masked men righ
out of Y ellow Dust City. and the poor soldiers had bee1
robbed of all their pay, which was considerable.
· They \\·ere still in Yello\\' Dust, awaiting to get away
and not knowing just what to do.
\\l1ere Buffalo Bill had gone with the Indian chief, th
people of Gold Dust could not imagine. for Bob \Vhit
had reported the scout as not haYing returned to the fort.
Yet here he was in Yellow Dust again, coming alone.
it ,,·as supposed. while at the same time Captain Adams
and his troop had arrived. It was thought the troop
was to convoy some one to the fort expected on th
coach when Bob \Vhite should next bring it through.
That night at the saloon the colonel had given th
cro\\'d to understand that an important capture had been
made, by whom, where. or \vhb_ it was he did not say. but
it was intended to let it be known tl1at dav at noon .
Then the fate of the capt\.ired, whoever it might be
would be settled, and the crowd were all told to be 01
hand.
Before the -hour , however, Buffalo Bill left the cabin o
Sule Ross to go up to the Golden Arms.
The clay '"as a complete cha11ge from what the ,., eath
had been of late. having- come off almost "arm, and ti
sun was shining brightly.
Great coats were thrOv\·n aside, an<l the men. not cat
ing to go to work. to give it up. and be on hand at noon
were lolling about the saloons, the store. and the Golde1
.\nhs.
Captain :\clams had not yet appt:are<l. and his men
were keeping close about the tavern or the st~bles.
As he reached the Golden Arms. Buffalo Dill saw th
Shasta Sport approaching him.
Buffalo Bill did not have his overcoat on . merely
jacket, .rand if he wa armed the weapons were well con
cealed, but that he was armed might well be surmise
knowing what kind of a place Yellow Dust City was.
The Sport from Shasta, always fond of dr<'!'S, was 110\
rigged up in his best. having on a new silk shirt. the fro1
of. which was embroidered with three of the big :filigr
su nflowers-his distinguishing emblem.
· He carried a revolver on one side in front. an.other n
his hip . as was his wont, and wore about his neck a charm
which never was wanting when he appeared in public.
It was an opal set in gold .and swung about his neck by
CHAPTER XXIX.
a chain. In truth. it was a woman' necklace.
BUFF.\LO BJLL CONF,RONTS THE kI.'<GPlK SCOUNPREL.
Seeing Buffalo Bill, he halted, turned toward him, and
out:
called
Buffalo Bill appeared in Yellow Dust City the next
"I am glad to see you back, r.Ir. Cody, and . from what
morning to the s\irprise of the miners going to their work.
ht
for, after his departure with the Indian chief, many feared the colonel tells me, I guess you brought ii1 1ast nig
some material for the Secret Vigilantes to-day."
that he had been lost in the blizzards.
The Sport extended his hand, and Buffalo Bill grasped
Th() coach of Bob 'W hite had made a run back again to
Yell ow Dust pty, bringing several officers on their way it with a grip that meant ''business," for Sunflower Sam,
to the fort, and the cl river himself had undertaken to . strong as he was, winced.
Holding the hand in this clutch, tbe scout said :
guide them through, taking advantage between storms to
·
"Sunflower Sam, I arrest you as the chief of the worst
do so.

·you can just tell me wheu to be there, and depend upon
it we will be .. ,
So it was arranged, and, after a week spent at the fort,
Buffalo Dill and Surgeon Powell left one morning early
j11st after a clea1;ng- up of the weather. and started on the
trail to the camp of the exiled detectives.
They carri d with them extra horses, and made the ride
by easy stages, stopping the first night at the stockade
cabin.
· . The day after their departure Captain Charlie Adams
•and forty men, not including a lieutenant, started for the
~tockacle cabin, there to stop a couple of days, another
two at the Cave Canyon, and then to push on to Yel!O\y ·
Dnst City.
Should the weather come on to storm , then it. was understood that the captain and his men would retreat to
the stockade cabin. and the night of the second day after
the clearing up they would ride into Yellow Dust City.
for Buffalo Bill had arranged to get there about that time .
Buffalo Bill and Surgeon Powell made the camp of the
Crippled Crew ·the second day after leaving the fort, arriving at noon.
They were greeted with the greatest cordiality.
Examining his patients. Surgeon Powell found th<'m
all in good condition. and said that they were fuliy able to
take the long ride.
But as the weather was threatening again. it was de.. tided to remain in camp until it cleared again before starting.
This was accordingly clone, and \\'hen the wc;:i.thcr
cleared the start was made.
The men had become accustomed to the loss of their
limbs and ' got along better than the scout had anticipated
they would .
It was midnig-ht of the third cla\' that thev came in
·
·
sight of the ligl1ts qf Yellow Dust City.
\Vithout attractipg the attention of any one; in fact, uot
being seen by any one, they rode into the yard of Sulc
Ross, and Buffalo Dill, having ridden on ahead, had prepared for their welcome.
Their horses were soon. put . away, and they had co1nfortable quarters in the house of the storekeeper.
"A troop of cavalry arrived at the Golden Arms not
half an hour ago." announced Sule Ross.
"That is all right, Ross; it is part of the programme.
::\ow tell me what else vou knO\\'."
''Every man of that -band, Bill. I'll go up to the
colonel'~ to-night and have him call the people to a meeting at noon, and then you can strike your blow," v\'as the
•
answer.
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gans- of cutthroats that ever disgraced even a mining
camp."
·
Stjll grasping the hand of the now white-faced Sam,
with his right handi Buffalo Bill· clutched in his left a
small derringer pistol, a most terr.ible weapon at dost:
quarters, the muzzle pointed toward the sport.
Though he had turned deadly pale, the man from Shasta
remained outwardlv calm. He could not release his hand
from the steel-like-1,;n~sp . He dared not make a move
with his disengaged hand to draw his revolver.
The crowd had seen and heard wha was said bv Buffalo Bill, and were gatpering fast about, them, though
not a man had been very near when they first met.
Among· those appearing were the colonel, Carl vVaring
and Sule Ross.
•
As Ross came up.Buffalo Bill gave the order:
"Put the steels upon him, Ross!"
Instantly the storekeeper obeyed, and the Sunflower
Sport was manacled and disarmed at the same tinte.
"See here, Cody, a joke can be carried too far,' protested the sport.
''This is no joke, Shasta, as you w<:tll realize. The law
has got you fast at last.''
"Colonel, what does this outrage mean?" demanded the
sport. scrutinizing the crowd.
Buffalo Bill looked toward Sule Ross, who said in a
low tone:
"All here, chief !"
The scout saw that about half the population of Yellow
Dust City were there, and the other half were coming as
fast as they could make their way .

..

CHAPTER XXX.
TH'!:: EVIL SPIRIT OF IT AL L.

A$ the crowd gathered out of the Golden Arms came
Captain Charlie Adams, and his men immediately began
to form around the multitude, but not pressing tO\\.·arcl
the center, but passing on the outer edge of the crowd.
Then, at a sign al from Ross. the scout said in his terse
way:
'·Men, I have struck at your idol, it is true, but I know
what I am about, and I accuse him first of being a murderer, robber and fugitiv~ from justice, one who planned
and led the work in the Phcenix Bank burglary, of which
many of you have heard. '"
"It is fai;;e !" yelled the disarn1ecl sport.
"!t is true. That, however, is but a part of his crirpln;'.11 rec9rd, a minor part. Well born and bred, he went
wrong early in life from the innate deviltry in his nattll'e.
He is ::n adept forger. and an expert counterfeiter of
Gnited States money-;--hold th~re !
"The man who attempts to leave this crowd will be
shot dead!"
The movement of men in the ass€mbled host to draw
toward the outer edge of t!1e circle was checked by this

warning.
Then Buffalo !}ill resumed :
"Now to the record , niea. of this man from Shasta, aS'
he calls himself. He is not from Shasta at all ; that dodge
\Yas merely one of his blinds. He has here in Gold Dust
City his . whol.e outfit for counterfeiting government
n;oney, and his accomplices are in this very crowd.
·
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'·Suspecting the detectives were here upon his track,
he organized the Secret Vigilantes, and at once began to
trump up charges against certain men.
"Bis first blow fell upon the Blue Belts, and he deceived
Colonel Camp, Sule Ross, Carl \ Varing and other good
men and true, who associated with him as vigilantes to
free the camp from rogues and preserve the peace. It
\Vas by his trickery and vile lies that the band of fifteen
men were exiled from this camp.
''The charges against them were utterly false and devilish, for these very men, Burt Boyd and his Blue Belts.
actually were government detectives here for the purpose
of entrapping this human devil and his numerous followers.
"He had in his band, including himseif, twenty-seven
men.1 Some of them were road agents, and it was five
of his imps who attacked General Easton and his daughter.
"Those tv\.enty-seven, their sport chief being in the lead,
went on the trail. of the Blue Belts purposely to des.troy
ili~.

I

"They overtook the exiles, robbed them of the money
they had, that which the sport had paid for the Blue Belt
mine, as well, although it was counterfeit. and then they
set to work to destroy them."
"It is false," yelled the prisoner.
"I am dealing in solid facts, good -people! I forgot to
say that this man was educated as a physician and surgeon, and was a most clever one until he chose a life of
disho110r. crime and deep depravity. As Dr. Augustus
i\orman he was known then, but he dropped his M . D.,
and his real name long ago.
'·However, he practiced suro-ery right here only a few
months ago, for he determined to torture the Blue Belts
to deatll; so, with his obedient miscreants, he cut a foot, or
a hand, off of each one of the overpowered men.
"He was well-nigh successful in his fiendish work, for,
with utterly diabolical purpose, he turned them loose to
die of cold and starvation, maimed as they were!
·'But I found the poor maimed victims
this miscreant, .
found them nearer dead than alive, at\d all that remains
of the Blue Belts, Burt Boyd and six of his comrades,
are here to answer for themselves."
Buffalo Bill gave a loud cal!, and to the amazement of
the crowd Burt Boyd came toward them from the cabin
of Sule Ross.
It beggars description to describe the scene that fol-

of

lowed.
The rne1t spotted by Buffalo Bill arid Sule Ross were
onte surrounded by the soldiers, and in a short while
they, too, were in irons.
The crmvd insisted upon hanging them, right then and
there, but Buffalo Bill told them that the atrocious scot111drels must be taken East for trial. ·
Capt~in Adams and his men surrounded the pris.oners,
and then Buffalo Bill, Burt Boyd and others picked frorn
the crowd went on a search to the cabins of the assumed
Sam and his associates in wickedness. What 't hey found
amply repaid them, for the evidence would hang any mru1.
It was proof of the sport's guilt of the Phcenix Bank
robbery, and three men t]Jen with him h~d been his pals
in that affair.
The search su.pplied ptoof of his forg~ri~s, and all the

- ~t
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counterfeitin<Y oµtfit was found, as well as the case of
surgical inst~uments with which the monster h~d amputated the limbs of the unfortunate Blue Belt Bngade detectives.
No further evidence was needed, and all Yell ow D.u~t
City was in a furor of excitement over tl:e appallmg
revelations. Too much could not be done tor the Blue
Belts, who had so cruelly suffered.
Carl Waring at once bought from t~em the Blue Belt
mine, for the purchase of the sport did not hol_d go?d,
and Burt Boyd and his men were thus well supplied with
money for their trip back.
.
The guilty men, save the two who had been cnQpled _by
freezing, were at once taken to the fort. ~uffalo Bill g:1\ding and Captain Cl:arlie Adams and _his men guarchng.
In safety they arnved, and the surprise sprung UP.On_ all
at the fort was indeed great. That it won for Buffalo
Bill many new laurels may be taken for granted.
He bore his honors modestly, as always, nd was appointed by Colonel Lennox to escor_t the pris?ners and
their detective squad to the nearest railroad station, when,
in the early spring, they left the fort.
.
This service he duly performed, and upon his return
was surprised to find a large Indian trail leading to the
fort.
A significant find, and in alarm he hastened on to see
what it meant.
CHAPTER XXXI.
CONCLC SION.

The ovation which Buffalo Bill received in Yellow Dust
City on his return from the railway station made his heart
thrill with pride, and he learned with pleasu:e that there
had not been a man killed nor a lawless act m the camps
since the running down of the Sunflower Sport.
\i\Then he discovered the Indian t rail leading to the post,
the scout natura11y suspected misch ief: but when _he drew
near he found the Indians encamped there and qmckly ascertained that Death Hand and several hundred braves
were there having a pow-wow with Colonel Lennox, for
the chief had come to ask his paleface friend~ to bury the
hatchet with his tribe and live in peace.
"This is your work, Cody, and so I shall report it to
vour honor " said Colonel Lennox, and he turned the
chief and his braves over to the scout to entertain.
Three months later word came from the East of the
trial and conviction of Dr. Augustus Korman, -alias Sunfl.mver Sam, the Shasta Sport, and his sentence to be
hanged, while his companions in guilt also were c~m
demned to terms of imprisonment, several of them for life.
Burt Boyd wrote Buffalo Bill, offering t? share the big
rewards with him, but this the generous-m111ded scout refused emphatically.
.
.
.
Still later the detective chief wrote aga111, saymg that
he had reor<Yanized his ,bureau of secret service men, and
had called !~is corps "Buffalo Bill's Blue Belt Brigade,"
fot never would one of the Crippled Crew forget how
much they owed to the matchle.as pathfinder of the Wild
West wilderness.
THE END.

Nex,t week's issue No. 91, will contain "Buffalo Bill
and the Boy Scout; 'or, The Tenderfoot Tran1per of the

Overland." We want you to get acquainted with the
boy scout, Ned Osmond; boys. You 'll find a foll account
of his adventures while seeking his fortune on the OverlaHd trail in next week's issue.
It fell to his lot to fight both Indians and outlaws.
Buffalo Bill did some wonderful work ·with his rifl~ when
he came to Ned's assistance.

What the Wind Brought.
(By Earl Baum, Jeannette, Pa.)
Hark! A Jiistant rumbling was borne to my ears by
a warm night wind. 1 stopped, looked, and listened.
For the space of a few minutes no sound came to my
ears, save that produced by t.he soft night wind gently
·stirring the leaves. All I could see around me. was the
indistinct outline of tall pine trees, beyond which occasional . glimp~s of the moon could be seen, when not
obsctved by patches of clouds floating over her face.
These were my dismal surroundings.
Again I heard that rumbling sound. Walking forward
a few steps, I came to the end of the woods. Here a
beautiful sio·ht met my eye. The moon shone forth
clear, and, r~mning pasf my eye, w·ere two silver streaks,
stretching west to Death Cut, and east to the Curve.
But, what! Do my eyes deceive me? Is there not a
break in this shining streak about fifty yards to the left!
Yes, and simultaneously with this thought came the rumbling of the nearing train.
Dashi ng to this break in the silver streak, I saw that a
rail had been forcibly taken out and left lying across the
track. Hastily grasping one end, I began to work it
into place, '~"hen, on the warm night air, came the clear
and distinct cry, "Halt! Hands up, or you're a dead
man!" Greatly startled, I looked up and found the
moonbeams shining on the barrel of a revolver pointing
at mv head, and hel d by a determined-looking man.
I\ othing broke the silence for the space of a few seconds.
Then into the g lutch came the Overland Express, traveli1w at about fifty miles an hour. Again came that voice,
clea~ and distinct : "Lie down along that track this moment; refuse, and in one moment I'll launch your soul into
eternity~"

· Death stared me in the face in both directions. Makin<Y a motion as if to lie' dow'n I grasped the rail and,
byt> a few superhuman tugs, placed the rail into a fairly
good posi~ion .. But, crac~' ! crack!. 1:wo revol:rer _shots
rang out m quick succession. A ?tmgmg sensation 111. my
side told me I was shot. Turrnng my head, the iron
monster. with sparks flying from the brakes, was bearing down on me. I struggled fiercely to roll off the track,
but was too weak. Nearer came the train, and then came
a hard knock, given by my brother, with whom I slept.
I was pulling savagely at his leg-trying to place the
rail in position. The bedspreads were all over the ft9or 1
put there by my fierce endeayors to ge~ off the. tr~ck.
Being greatly scared at first and wet with. persp1ratio11,
I l"it the IampJ and had no more sleep that mght.

Are you still dreaming, boys ?
You won't be if you are luck y enough to win a pri~e.
Yo u'll be wide enough awake then.
But you must dream first, and let us k now the result.
Gd a move en, before it's too late.
For full partic.ufors, see page 32.
Buffalo BHl's Decoy Boys.
.
( By Thomas Trudelle, Chicago, Ill.)
I had a very curio~s · dream after readi11g Buffalo Bill's
.
Decoy Boys. ·
My frie nd and I were traveling along one of the old
trails that led :tq \ Vynkoop Sfttkment. when we were
suddenly captm ecl by roa<l agents. whc bound us bot.h to
trees. ·w hen bound, thi;y began shooti ng at us. My
fri end was sh ot in the calf of the leg, but kept on looking square a t them. I got loose, at;d 011 t he ground in
frqnt of us were t wo pair of revolvers. I cut the rope
that bound him, and he too}; bis reyo\vers and I mine.
Soon we came to thei r horses. \ \'e · jumped into the
saddles, and soon \\·ere Aying away. shooting as we went.
H11 t jt1st as I was turning aro11nd I felt someth ing like a
need le in my back, and I fell out of be<l. wakening me
up.

My

Adventure~

in Western Wilds.

( By Dan Eicher, Ithaca, M ich.) ·

A short tim e ago I dreamed a c;lream I will never forge t.
I thought my fath er owned a cattle ranch i11 \ Vestern
Colorado , between two mountains. It was a most be;rntiful place: One day my father wen( to the nearest tow n,
\vhkh was hventy m iles away, 1eaving me alone wit h the
.
r.attle.
·Just as it >vas getting dus\.;:. I sta rted to drive t he cattle
in the coral. My horse gave a snort. Looking in front
of me I SC).w an an imal in my · path. I whipped out my
old forty-foqr and fi red three shots in quick succession.
They took effect. 'With a scream the animal gave a
bound in the air and fell dead. I dismounted tq examine
T o my
it, and found it to be· a young · mountain
l~orror, this ·was not all. There s~~d its mothl!l', ready to

Hon.

·"

...

finis h the fight . She gave an unearthly scream, which
frig htened.my horse. It gaye a snort, and bounded away,
leaving me alone with onlw two s11ots in my revolver. I
saw I had to do or die. I raised the weapon and fired
the two shots. My aim was not sure, as only one took
effect. T h ere I was alone wit hout a thing to defend myself witlL The first shot stun ned her, the other one tore
a l~n g her neck, intl irti ng a deep Resh wo und which made
her fur ious. She g ave a bound towa rd me. I turned
and ra n for my li fe through the brus h. She followed
·a s fast as she could. [t was verv dark a nd I was five
miles frodJ home. It was a race for life. Although she
was cri ppled, she gained on me for a short distance.
\ \iitli one last effort she g ave a bound, but fell short, tearing my coat and scratching me with her claws. Just as
she gave another bound l awoke with a start. How glad
I ·was when I found it on ly a dream!

My Dream of a. H aunted Min~
(?Y Bessie Mancor, Chieftain, W. Va.)
the country last SutT\mer
While visiting mv aunt out
I had ·the dream wl1ich T now relate.
I \vas ' valking _q.l911g when I heard a cry for help. It
came from an old mine. I walked into the opening in

in

!he darkness. 0~1 and on. I walked. I was not afraid.
\ Vhen, all at once, I saw a light in an old room. On going closer · I _Sa\\' C). wqi;n a.n ..<lres,sed in white standing at
th e entrance of t he room. I mmediately I beheld- ~he
fl ames of hell shooti.ng µp all q.ro und m e. I turned to
run from the mine, when I found my way parred by a
great black object. I screamed, and ran deeper into the
da rk old mine. T he old lady heard my scream and, gave
chase. She G:aug ht me in her arms and I awoke, and
fo und myself lying: under the bed. I ' yas glad to fiµ d it
' . ..
.
"
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CURIOUS DREA

you all know what

~

CONTEST .H

success the last contest was.

We propose to make this

even bigger. L 0 0 K AT T H IS S P L E N D I D P R I Z E 0

f

FER

15 COMPLET~ PHOTOGRAPHIC OUTFITS
including an EASTMAN BROWNIE CAMERA and a
developing and printing photographs

complet~

cy

s

outfit for taking,

I

I

CET INTO THIS CONTEST
\

'

whether you were in the last or not.

All you have to do is ·to remember any

Curious Dream ydu have ever had, write it in five hundred words, or Jess, and
send it with the accompanying co_opon, properly filled out, to

BUFFALO BILL WEEKLY,

'·e

Care of STREET & SMITH

1-

238 WILLIA.M STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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THE PRIZES WE, OFFER THIS TIME

j

are about the FINEST EVER CIVEN in a contest of this kind. The cameras
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are beauties-simple in operation and
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hold cartridges with film enough for six

Name ............................................ . ......................... ..

exposures without reioading.

No ............ ....... Street.............................................. .

tridge and a complete outfit, together

City or Town ... ....... .. .................... . ........................... ..
State .. ... ... ........ .. ......... ...... . ... ........ ... ....... .. ............. ..
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Title of Story ........ ..... .. ........................................ ":.;~
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with a book of instructions as to how IJ

to take and develop photographs go l'with each camera.
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The World-Renowned

Buffalo Bill
(HON. WM. F. CODY)
One of his latest photos by Stacy

Buffalo Bill Stories
is the only . publication authorized by HoN. WM. F. Cooiv
~

E were the publishers qf
the first story ever wril
ten of the famous and worldrenowned Buffalo Bill, 'th~ ~ · .. ·
hero whose life has been otje
succession of exciting and thrUIin·g incidents combined wit~I
great successes and_accomplish\ments, all of which will be tol~
in a series of grand storie/~
'
which we are now placing before the American Boys. Th\~
popularity they have alrea : y.
obtained shows what the boys
want, and is ver.y gratifying to
\
the publishers.
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